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mRonucTioir
The Tnagnltade of dralnsgft dovelopnipnts in the United
States «ay he seen In the l6th census of the United States
(33»p.l) taken in 1940, The total lend in drslmge enter
prises is glTen as B6,967,039 acres, ^-hlch is two p^r cent
nore then the total land area of Illinois, Indiana, and Ohio.
The 38 states reporting organiied drainage undertakings in
19do listed a capital investnent of 691,724,519 dollars in
the enterprises or an Rverage of 7.95 dollars per acre. For
exaritple, Arkansas, with a total land area of 33,acres,
hns 4,592,7?'*^ acres or approximately 13#6 per cent of the
State In drnlnage districts* Privately owned pnterprises
draining less th?»n 5^0 acres each are not included, but sll
enterprises rstahllshed under State drRlr©ge Irws are In
cluded, It is interesting to note that 75,^^04,277 acres. In
the drainage undertakings, have sufficient drslnpge for nor
mal crop production but 4,828,819 acres pre only partially
drained airf ttet 7,133,943 acres are unfit to raise crops,
because of lack of drainage. Ptorther notice should be taken
of the fact that less than one-half of the land area of the
38 states reporting is In dralnrge enterprises.
The portion of the area outside these drainage enterprises
in need of drainage Is unknown, but Sutton and others (31,
p. 555) Indicated an estlnwted area of nbout 20 Hlllon additional
acrps. It Is common that additional dralnae* on "«ny
acres will give Increased crop yields pven thouf^h the drainage
Is sufficient to p«?Tmit a crop every ye?ir. As 32,'^^5t959 acres
of the enterT^rlses pre still In debt to the extent of
Il7f745,272 dollars. It might be pssumed that Rddltlonal drain
age within the area im<t be capable of paying for Itself and
be reasonably low In first cost. The t6th S, census shows
146|152,3 miles of open ditch drains and 55»73^«0 miles of tile
drains. At present prices tiling costs are aboot 12,6 cents
per foot plus cost tile which is another 9 to 11 cents per
foot. Open ditches eost aboot 10 to 20 cents per cubic yard.
Fro» this it is readily seew that drainage by either open
ditches or tiling Is expensive or has a high first cost.
Another type of drainage known as mole drainage Is low In
first cost, ranging fron to fl5»'^0 per acre depending
upon spacing, outlet, cost of power, tnaterlal for outlets, and
Inbor. These costs may be verified by referring to the i^orks
of Nicholson (2o,p,95) who found costs to vary from t3.65 to
?14,60 per acre and by Eaveson (26) who found costs to be
f4.50 to §5*50 per acre where power and operator cost $8.5'^
per boor. The low Initial cost of mole drains attracts atten-
tlon; bvt the life and service of mole drains, in the United
States, has been short and of a questionable natnre, Schroeder
(27,p,494) found that mole drains Installed in Pennsylvania
collapsed In orm year, Robey (24,p.l41) found that mole drains
Installed in 1^7, In Michigan, lasted less than year*
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Sehvab 4n Iowa, Installed -^ol® drains on Bdlna slit
loss and fonnd they collspa«d within one y<^ar. S^veson (25,
p.316), in toQlsisns, has installed mole drains wMch lasted
mro than cme year» Claytwi and Jones (6,p«2^8) state that
iBolo drains are itsod In the <n»ganic soils of Florida between
parallel farm ditehes whleh are spaced 1/8 or 1/4 miles epart»
The above findings are typical of the generally tmsnecessfnl
use of mole drains in the Uhited States,
^Jole drainage has been more successful In England and tfew
7en7nn<5. IfJcholson (19,p.l85)» in Great Britain, fonnd the
average life of mole drains was 8 to 19 years on 3^*^ faras in
vestigated. Blftckaby C2,p.l254), in Crest Frltaln, gave a
favorable report on 53 iBole drainage de?w>nstratlr>ns conducted*
Hudson and Eopewell (12,p«^). In ?^ew ^eal^.nd, state that
drains drawn under fa\-orable conditions, will resialn effective
for at least five years, and probably considerably longer.
Hole drainage is the draiziage effected by drawing a
bullet-shaped point, attached to the end of a blade, through
the soil; thus leaving a circular channel In the soil to re
main open and In functioning condition# In addition to the
point, many mole fnachli»8 have an expander or mole ball
attached to the point so as to trail and further shape tJ*
mole channel. The mole ckwnnels are genprally put In the soil
9t a depth of 1^ to 3"^ inches.
In view of the fact that rnole dralnege has been success
ful in Bowm countries on certain soils, the object of this
Investigation h&s to stady a Halted number of selected
tolls and ell!»tle factors in an attempt to deterMne whether
er not »ole drains woald worfr when properly Installed, To
9akm this deteralilBtlon, the sttidy was divided into analysis
of the soilsf stability tests, organic !?»tter tests, shrink
age tests, samples of one foot sections of mole cl^nnel removed
frow the field airf observed mder controlled lebtapatory condi
tions, end field testa. Tba Iowa soils selected for the field
tests were Fdlm sllty clay loam In Van Bnren Coonty (sooth-
eastern Towa) and Laton clay In ??onom County (west central
Iowa). Althoogh both soils are In nee^ of drainage, tile
drainage Is not feasible, because the water moveisent In the
soils Is ao slew that the close rernlred spacing of tile would
wake the cost prohibitive.
Veehanleal analysis, stability tests, organic matter tests,
and shrinkage tests were run on four ArV?»nsfts soils on which
field tests were tried In 1947. One soil was tested from each
Llneoln and Phillips County, and two soils were tested from
St. Francis Coonty. Heehanlcal analyses have also been rtm on
three Iowa sollss Webster, from Story Countyj Fdlna, from
Van B*iren County^ and Luton, from l^onona Cotmty.
BTVTIW or tTTKRATTBt
History of Wlm t^ralnar®
When OT Tiole drainage was first used Is not defln-
Italy known. Inaicstions that It *«» first used In rtiropo
In the latter part of the eighteenth, centiiry. T»ich»rdaon and
Fnssell (22) state that Svltzer, In 1724, used plug <?r»lnage
which In effect left a type of «olo drain. They farther state
tteit In 1797 a wole ploogh vaa patented hy Harry i^atta* It la
Interestli^ to note that Bobey (23»p.ll5) reports the flra*
wole plow patented In the TJnltod States «aa patented by Hr.
Scott In 17Q7 th© saTj#* ye^r In uhlch Watta patented a imla pl«i
In Fnrland. Htcholson (2n,p^l0-li) states that tile drslnago
ipsde headway In the nineteenth century »fter the introduction
of the plain cylinarlcol type of til<» pnd of tll«Tr.aVlng
ettchlnes» Btlranlat*»<? hy th*^ mnnufncture of the n^w type of
tlla» the tilers In Great Britain had Installed tile drainage
In over 3,0(^^^000 acres by the elghte^^n eighties. Nicholson
(20,p,ll) refers to Steven Swltxer who, in 1724, Introduced
"plug" drainage whleh produced a resnlt alallar to that of mole
drainage. Tn 1*^50, Jolm Kowler produced a mole plow to naka a
channel In the subsoil and draw into position a string of drain
tiles. Then, In 1^59 the plow was dareloped as a nole drainer,
wh#*re, accordinr to Hlcholson (2n,p.l2), It was of roal value
and vsfl extQnslveljr us*d tintlX th^ first of th» twentieth cen-
tnry.
Apparently, the periods of Mle drainage In the United
States closely parallel that of Great Britain an<3 Hew Zealand,
as Jones (15) mentions the rffylval of the raole plo* in the
"Transaction Amerlcnn Society of Ai^lcultnral Knglneors" In
1917. 'This staterai»nt confirms stories told of raole drainage
hy sev©r?»l elderly ruen. In Iowa, who claim tr> have seen mole
drains put in or more ypars ago.
Then, strangely enough, there seems to have been & revlv-
al of interest In mole drsinpge during the period between
1939-1946. There must be a reason for the continued renewpl
of Interest in mole drainage. An analysis of the causes of
Interest In mole ^alnage seens to point out tl»t during
periods of prosperity, scarce labor, and high coats of mater
ials, mole drainage is used as a means of increasing produce
tion on poorly drained clay soils for a short period at a
relatively srwall cash outlay. Because mole drainage is not
suitable for draining of all soils under pIX conditions, it
has been replaced by tile drainage whlcV: Is wore universally
suitable in soils of different texture.
The success of ^ole drains In the Hnlted States has been
limited, and the largest use today appears to be in the Fver-
glades of Florida ?»hBre mole drains are used between farm
ditches in the organic soils. According to Gain (9,P«63},
mole drains were sueceasfal in England and by the end of 1944
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th«rii »«r« 13,91* dpali»g« sy?items benefltting 325»^5
acres snd eostlUK 12,984,000 or fB«86 par acra. Tha axaet
aereaga which has bean nola drained In Bav I^aaland la not
knovn, bat It appears to be vldespread. The follovlne atatewant
taken frora Hudson and Hopewell (12,p«B6) sums up their opinion
of aola dralraage, "All things considered, there is no cheaper
nor more efficient inethod of drp-lnage for soils suited to It,
than mole drslnage,"
Field Investigations of Mole Drainage
Since field Investigations of mole drainage have been nost
generally uaad by research workers, a brief resume of some of
the faetors la ballaved desirable*
Suitable gQUi
The suitability of the soil la the most Important factor
primarily influencing the life of rwle drsina. Opinions differ
as to what constitutes a suitable soil, but It is generally
believed that s high clay content is essential. The soil
should not be gravelly or contain pppreclrjble amounts of sand
or sand pockets as these will wrssken the -^ole channel walls
and cause caving and eventual channel blocking.
Nicholson (20,p,102) and other investigators hpve noted
that 7K>le drains under grass sods last a year or more longer
than those under other crops.
Molgtmre content at tlag of inollag
Information regarding th« optimum moisture content of a
soil for wollng was not found In the literature reviewed. Wo
record was found of a study to <^etori8lne the optlnun nolstore
content for fflolliif. Bo«eT«ry there seems to be unanimity of
oplnlOQ that the clay In which moles ar« drawn should at l«ast
be sufficiently moist to tak« thm shape of the mol« ball wltlw
out craeMngy crumbllnr* or scaling of the walls of th« chan-
iiel« If the clay is too dry, the eTcesslwe shattering around
the channel will result In early collapse and failure of the
drain. Iflcholson (2n,p,96) gives a rather common expression
of the plastic range of the soil as Jurt ory enough on the
surface to float the tractor and wet snbsoll, nbvlously, soil
suitable for moling will be somewhere between the plnstlc
llTT'lt and th^ Tlouid Unit.
As the ffole channel depends upon the wall formed by the
mole point and ball passing through the soli, it is obvious
that the soil stmAd be In a plastic state. Just where in the
plastic rai^e a soil should be for mollt^ may vary with the
particular soil, but a smooth channel flrn enough to hold Its
shape should be left after moling# Saveson (25), Hudson snd
Hopewell (1?), and others have found th^^t »5ol»>'S rnlled Into
soil with fr^e water nt the surface were rlugged from silting
In from a few hours to a few days, "^he s«me Investigators
hflve found thPt heavy rains soon after moling have resulted
In slltlr^ and breakdown of the mole channel, Budscm and
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Hopevell (12,p,38) ptai«d 8 drains in wet soil, and aftor ten
days of showery woathar with ona two-Inch raln^ tha mol® drains
war# all fomrf to b© closed from slltlngr. Two nonths later a
new set of drains was palled between the drains which had closed
trpon Inspection, over a year later, Jnst before the article was
written, the new set of wole drains wss found to be In excell
ent condition, ''*hls evidence Is supnortt^d by other slssllar
evidence which Indicates thnt mollnr should be done Pt a time
when the clay subsoil Is nolst and heavy rainfall Is not ex
pected. The wolst subsoil Is generally found In the spring,
but In many areas Mgh rainfall al3o f^lls In the spring.
Therefore, In so»e areas a comproialse may be necessary and the
tine of nollng chained to avoid IssBedlate k^avy rains.
JfiZti JElflm
*lth moling machines now in use, the ground sin?faee
should slope unlforfflly In the direction of the outlet* Tile
loalns can be used advantageously for outlets In fields having
non-uniform slopes In two or more directions. If areas of
sufficient acreage are found wh»re the soils are suited to
mole drainage, a msehlne can be developed with hydraulic con
trols for putting In woles under more adverse cr»ndltlons of
slope. At least ono company Is considering such a irmcMne at
present•
There is considerable difference of opinion as to^^slr-
able slopes for sole drains. It Is the personal experlenco
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of the author that soils In and Arkansas tfhieh are In
seed of drnlnag^ are fenf^rslly relatively flat. To ptall moles
at a desirable slope^ a machine Ba3uj=table for depth wMle In
mtion is desirable and rill be required before extensive "lol-
Is done. Reports of »olli^ operations In Tows prior to
X90n Indicate that In the western part of the state moles were
imlled on slopes which resulted In exeesslve scooting and
FUlly formations in some cases. However, the loess soil in
this area Is highly erosive.
Outlets
The simplest outlet for mole drains results when each
mole line Is started In and pulled away froni an open flitch.
This, of course, wastes power an** tlf^e since a mole cannot be
polled on the return trip, as pointed out by Hudson end Fope-
vell (12,p«66).
Power is better utiliaed by draining two mole lines Into
one outlet and moling in both directions. This combination
is effected by swinging to the right or left 30 to 4? degrees
the last few feet before lifting the plow ont of the ground
when arproaehli^ the ditch* Then, In pulling awey fron the
ditch, the second line Is pulled so ps to cross the first
line at about a 60 degree angle.
The work on nole drain outlets by Hudson and Eopewell
(12,P«66-?^A) and others are suwmarized In this paragraph.
Other cystem* for outlettlng wole drains ewbody the principle
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nains and nlnora or lat«r8l«» The mains may be either mole
lines or tile« When mole mains are used Junctions sboold be
cleared by digginf; a hole w the dead-end side of the lateral
about a foot from the Junction and renovinr material vhieh
blocks the entrance of the lateral Into the main* This InvolTes
considerable hand labcnr but is iweessary to insure open Junc-
tionlng of laterals with the main. An e^rth super with the
handle hinged may be used to advantage fis one of the cleaning
tools. Connecting sol© laterals to tile mains way be either
by direct connection or indirect connection. Tn the direct
connection two or three lengths of tile nre placed in the r^ole
channel and the same procedure used ns In msVlnp tile Junctions,
The indirect connection is aRde by backfilling to a depth of
six to twelve inches above the tile with gravel, cinders, en*
other pmrotis Material through which mole lines may be drawn.
The water then percolates through the porous naterial into the
tile nains. Of these variations in the method of outlettii^
nole drains, the single outlet is probably better for soils
in which the use of mole drains is ouestloneble or beli^ tried
for the first time, ^^any mole drainage systems In the past
have failed because outlets were not kept open.
Hpchines
A nachlne for palling mole channels consists essentially
of a b«am in the horlsontal position^ to which Is attached a
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YWtlMil or I)l8<5e *lth a point fastenpd at th* bottom to
draw the l>lad« Into the desired depth and Tom
the laole channel. Two basic types of rollng Tsschlnes, as
shown IB Flgnres 1 end 2, have been developed. r»ne embodies
the sled principle by using runners attached to the horlsontal
bMn. To get the bUde of this laachlne out of the ground,
l^ovlslon Is wade to renove a bolt or stop which allows the
blade to pivot to the rear. The sled type Bschlns has been
widely used because of Its slBpllclty and ease of coxwtructloa.
Additional manpower Is required to operate the i«achlne, unless
a special Mtch Is used. The other onchlne has been nonnted
on Trheels and provision wsde to raise the blade out of tha
ground. The tractor operator can hnndle the wheel-type Ma
chine without eddltlonnl help. Gome upchlnes have been de-
sljmed which embodied the sled principal for control! Inp raol-
Inf depth and wheels for lifting the blade out of the ground
and transporting the aachlne. Of course, wany variations have
been found In aollag lisehlBes, as aany have been "Bade locally
as shown In Figure 2. In recent years the wheel-type machine,
as shown In Figure 1, has been *tanufBetnred and distributed
by a fffw companies.
Within tl-o past yMr^ a mollnp machlm shown In Flpur®8
5f ani^ has p«t«nt«d by Saveson (26). As Saveson
Is well acquainted with the reauirersents of mole «ralnaf«
nachlnest the machine which he has developed Hiay contribute
to success an<1 a wider nse of r^ole drains In the TJnlted
•13-
Flg, !• Klllefer Mollnp Machine of the Wheel
Type. (Courtesy Deere A Co,)
'U. 2. Home-made Moling Machine of the
Sled Type, (Courtesy Dr. Frevert)
Fig. 3. HfW Typ® Moling Machine
(developed by Saveson), in
'^perntlon. (Courtesy f
fSci? ^-5 :t-i ;• •• -•'S^ _
Pig. 4. Poln^ of Type I^achlne
Being Lifted from Ground,
(^^ourtesy S.C.S.)
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7\.
Fig, 5, Closp-up VlfW of TTole Point
Comlnp Out of the Ground.
(Courtesy S.C.S.)
-' *..-•- / »• V V
«.*-•, S..4.
Fig, 6, THtch ^'«char1s'- and Hydraulic
Cylinder of thf^ New Type T'^ol-
inp ^Tachlne, (Courtesy S.C.F.)
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Statf^s. SeverBl persons who h^ve ©TperlTnented with mole drain
age vlthln the past ten yesrs have reeognir<H5 the need for a
TOchlM with vhlch raole drains could he ^rswn to rrade ficross
uneven ground surface# Hydraulic controls have been considered
a possibility. The author ^s personal opinion is that a fua-
chine can be developed capable of doing the .lob, when suffi
cient areas in need of drainage are found which can be suita
bly drained by mole drains.
Silt treatnwnt
'^ 'he silt or openlnr left In the soil by the mole blade
is considered very Inrortant by several Investigators. Obvi
ously, the silt is left In foraltif all »!»ole drains; but the
natural com'ltlon and size of the slit depends upon the shf^pe
and thickness of the blade, the moisture content of the soil
at time of moling, the depth of rnolir^:, the size of expander,
the action of the mole point, as well as the terture ai^ the
structure of the soil. The blade has usually been fron one
inch to one-half inch in thickness and 6 to 18 inches fro»
front to rear and of sufficient length to go into the ground
from 1-1/2 to 2-1/2 feet. The leading edge of the blade is
normally vedge shape.
When the soil Is too dry, a wide rough slit is left by
the "tenrlne** action of the blsde on the soil. At the shal
lower denths the 3-1/2-lnch or Inrger eypanders or bfllls cause
excessive he^^vlng. *h®n digging action results from a poorly
-17-
«et inole point, excessive heaving »ay also be found as well
as an elongated channel *fhlch will quickly cave In and cease
to fuQetion«
The soil texture and structure affect the width and sta
bility of the slit. Hudson and Hopswell (12), Saveson (25),
and others have found that when the slit resulting trxm a
blado oae-ineh in width is left untreated, closure way result
fro« stltlmr within a few days or after one or *Bore rains,
dependir^ upon Its Intensity and <^ttratlon«
Tillage over the allt has bpen practiced to prevent sllt-
inr of the chnnnel. This practice Is believed helpful in pre
venting slltlnff of the channel durlnp the first few rains
after ?*^ollnp. Tn grasslands e leyer of sod has been turned
before tnollnir and then replaced after mollnp. This practice
on sod is of doubtful value, as slltinp is usually not exces
sive on sods. Another practice is to run one track of ths
tractor on the siole line on the return trip to close the sllt«
Hudson and Eopvwell (12,p,56)» on the 17th of October,
pulled five mole drains uslz^ a 1/2-ineh blade and than
pulled five mole drains usli^ a one-Inch blade and found:
Foll<^®inp a fall of 1«5® Inches of rain on the
*^rd-4th November, the outflow, when rbout its msxl-
aum- averfiged *^5^ gallons per acre per hour from moles
in the pulllnf of which the 1/2-lnch blade vms used,
against 22^0 gallons for the 1-lnch blade.
This would Indicate thpt a large part of the Initial flow In
BOle channels enters through the silt. This *ould also Indi
cate why some mole channels are silted during the first rain
vhcn the slit is left exposed and has remained open* After
the first 7«ar the slits vill usually be closed, bat aay open
dnrlnr dry vesther as « plane of weakness exists in the soil
at the slit.
laboratory Investigations on ^le rrainag*
The review of literature indiented very little work had
been done under laboratory or controlled conditions. The !»•
portance of study under field conditions is fully realized as
belnp the fundswental test for mole drains. However, It Is
Relieved that before the factors affecting the durability of
ipole dr?ilns sre definitely eralu^^ted the controlled conditions
of the laboratory will ^'e necessary.
Mechanical analysis
Several investifators of rsole drainage have realised the
desirability of some measure whieh will identify soils which
will mole satisfactorily and support the nole channel loi^
enouph to Justify the cost, Literfiture In the late thirties
Indicates that mechanical analysis of th« soil was considered
a possible wessure of the molahlTlty of a soil. Thlr nethod
!nade poaslble the cor-p^rlson of soils of unknown molablllty
with soils In which noles were known to work satisfactorily.
Older literature Indicates that heavy clay soils or soils high
In clay content were generally considered suitable for molinr.
t^orttimtcly, « soil hiph in eley content my not b«
suitable for mol# drains as pointed ont by Childs (3yP«2^6),
It is noted that other investigators of mole drainage harm
sbovn Bwehsnieal analysis of soils high In <?lay content on
which mole drains did not remain open In functioning condi
tion, Table 1 gives the mechanical ftnalysis of a Oault pro
file on which, ac<?ordlnF to Childs nollng la sue-
cessf^Jl,
teats
Several methods of seasurlng soil stability Mve beon
used, but there appears to be about as much art In the proce
dure as real noasurement* The Toder method seems to be in
eonmoa use. However, the measure of soil stability by the
soil moiRtura eharscteristlc as proposed by Childs (3) in 1939
is believed to be particularly appropriate, as it Is comple
mentary to the mechanical analysis. The soil moisture char
acteristic fives the pore size distribution, vrhlch is the
same Information about pores as mchanical analysis gives
about pfirtleles,
Although soil moisture characteristics In themselves ar«
rather well known, it was not generally realized that they
were adaptable to other uses such as invest1gatIons in soil
stability* Childs (3»p#239) in 1939 proposed the naiee "soil
Boisture ohaneteristic curve** for the "relatiozuhip between
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th« Hfolstur® cont<*nt of soli pW th« prcssare d^fflclency, or
soetlon^ *lth i^hlch that i&olstur« Is hoW, Lnter in anothsr
arttele CMIds (4) gave ezanplcs of tha aso of tha soil mols-
tvBtm eharaeta^istle evcrrm to dat«»iii« tha suitability of sona
soils in Koglaad tor drainaga vith mole ffrsins. Childs (4^
p.9^) statad that tha eorralatioa batvaan soil stability* as
indieatad by moisttira ch?*raotarl8tic carvas, and molabllity
aas rataarkably hifh %n the prellainsry invastigstions. Feng
and Prrwmln? fonnd a hlfh^r correlfttlon bptvaen soil
stability sa detarwlnwl by p co^er^nly yset? mothod and tha
•aoll stability factor'* which aas obtained by ('Ivtdli^ dv/dp
Ijy, p et the pe^V of the soil moisture chflraeterlatle enrvo
than from tha rotlo betwean succesFlve peaks of tha soil TOis-
tnra characteristic ciarve Itself glvan by
dyl/dp^
dv^/dpO
or h^/hjj» Framples of th«* above type of curves are given in
Flgm»as 33 to 35.
Factors Affacting tha Durability of ^la trains
ffo attanpt is nada to discuss or list all of tha factors
affecting the durability of nola drains. Son# of tha 9or«
inportaat factors, jwrticularly those vhich have bei»n consi-
darad experlBentally, ara listed and briefly dlaci$ssad«
-22-
ofrd«r that mole drains ntay persist and ftmetlon pro^-
perly. It is necessary that they he dravn In a layer of sub
soil at least raoderstely high in clay content. The diraimg*
properties of a subsoil are reflected by its color, Nichol
son (20,p.B7) states that brlpht colors, eappciwlly shades of
red, reddish brown^ orange and yellow, if they are unlforw or
self-colored, are the result of free percolation an<^ ??ood aera
tion. The absence of aeration, or continuous wster-lofplnp,
produces shades of blue, preen,and ?rr#»y. A flnctuntlng wnter
table eTlmlnates self-colors and produces Irrt^gul^r* pfltchy
or T^ottled colorlni!:, or flecks of oranire, brown or buff ammrst
the grey or blue background.
Hlcholson (20yp«8S) states the following points nay be
used in predicting the suitability of a subsoil for mling.
"A snooth firm clay is sultablei a soft sandy clay is poor.
A dull buff, or grey colour, with faint wottling, is a
sign; very bright and pronounced orange wiottTlng Is not."*
... where the subsolT contains wore tb^n 45Fer cent of clpy find less than 2n cent of sand
as determined by conventlonpl nnalytlcol i«ethods),
mole draining can be hlphly succesffulj where the
subsoil cont>»lns Ipss than 35 per cent of clay and
more th^n A? per cent of sand, It Is unllVely to
be of much usei where the subsoils have 35-^5 per
cent clay and 20-45 per cent sand, the length of
life and the utility of the operation will vary
accordingly, and can be enhanced hy the judicious
use of tiled mains.
Hudson end Kopevell (12,p.86) state the importance of the soil
•23«
tTp9 M foXlcmst
aniti»Mllty of th*? cl«y Is no doabt the
nost Importsnt factor prlw^rlly InfluenctT^ th#
life of drflinsy qnlte a nunber of seeondary faetorrs
have 8 bearing on It*
Soil sttibllity
The stability of the sabsoil Is now believed to be a
better ^^e^snre for predicting the success of ?«sole drains than
the clay content. Chllds {3fp#249) foand A?^pthlll cluy which
h&d a 71,n per rent clay content to be lesff stnblf* than <»lther
Genlt clay rlth n 6l,l per cent clay content or Oxford clay
wfth ft clay content of 21,5 per cent, Bav^r (l,p.l68) des
cribes stability by stating thats
The stability of strnctare refers to the resis
tance thft t^ soil »|CFrei^tes offer to the dlslnte-
gratisf^ Infltwaees of water ^nC seeehanieal mnlpnla-
tlon,
C9Pt^^ ^ rainfall
Hlcholson and others sientloned the effect of
Mistm*e, particularly afte-" dry p<»rlods, on ?*ole dpi^lns.
After a dry season, when cracVa h«d openf»d bs deep or deeper
than the ^ole drains, considerable deterioration has been
noted in mol*' channels; hoMrerer, an increased flow of water
is frequently noted in the mol^ drains which reaain open after
SQch a period. Halnfall In Fnglr^nd in the area where sola
dralnaire la t»ea warlas between 25 and 4G inches per yaar.
Vlcholson (^,p«83) states a rainfall of 1 laeh in 24 hours
.24.
Is not a frequent •occurrence end 1 liKih *lthln an hour Is a
rare event* This would indicate that the rainfall In eastern
Inglandy the area where mole drains are used. Is of voderatc
to low Intensities which would reduce silting In sole drains
soon after drawing. Sleholson <20,p.31) further statesi
*'Tn grassland, the noisture content decreases rapidly from
the stzFfaee to a depth of 5 In., then more slowly to 10 In.,
below which it Is fairly constant.** Chllds (4,p,8B) gives
the followlnfr eranple concerning renlsture content of soils In
Fnirland vMch may be Important In regarf5 to the durability of
»ole dralnss
For exapiple. In undisturbed Gault clny at a
depth of 24 Inches It Is known that the typlcfil
variation of moisture content Is frore about 27
per cent In suinrrr to about 32 per cent in ^?lnter,
recko»d as percentage of dry weight, ?ilthough the
range is eliaost certainly wider at the rails of
the mole channel Itself.
Average annual preelpitation for towa as recorded by the
9. 6. Tepartnent of Coomerca Weather bureau (32), for the
period 1873 through 1945 Is 31*^ Inches which Is cosiperabla
to tfm 25 to 40 inches in eastern KnglfiTjd. Rainfall inten
sity freruency data by Yarnell (34) shows 1.50 liwhes of rain
fall fn one hour can be expected in central Tova once In 2
yearsj 2.25 Inches of ratnfaTT can be expected once In 10
years. Other rainfall Intensities ere "'•25 Inches in 8 hours
once in 5 years and 3.75 Inches In TA hours once In 5 years#
The above figures clearly show the greater rainfall
-25-
intensities expected in Iowa as compp^red to those eypected
in eastern ^nelend, where 1 inch in 24 boors is not f frequent
occurrence*
Bisele (7) fonad the per cent aoistore above wilting
coefficient anrii^ the nonths of ?tay^ Jime, Jtily, and Atimuty
in the years l<?e9-1932 to vary fron about 5 to 20 per cent,
in the third foot of soil. The plots were near Ames, Towa
on Clarion loan with scatter*^ areas of Webster silt loan,
Shaw (29), on one of the Afrronociy Farw fields composed of
Clarion and Webster sllty clay loam, n(?ar Anea, Towa, found
the available nolsttire as given by Potiyoncos blocks to vary
from o to lOO per cent in 19^7 and froTi 11 to 100 per cent in
194^. This clearly indicates the greater range of Tiioisture
content in Iowa soils as cospared to the ^ per cent noistnre
•ariatioa eoannonly fonnd in England in areas where nole
drainage has been snceessful.
watter
Baver (l,p.l44) Twkes the followlnf statement concrrnli^
the effect of organic matter on aggrep^ations
In the coapF^rlson of the relative effects of
the clay and organlc-rnatter contents of this large
iprotip of soils, both are found to be eqnally signi
ficant in causing grannletlon. The correlation be
tween the percentage of aggregates larger th^n O.oJ
mm. and ^ fx. elay wes 0,5665 between aggregates and
organic matter, ^^.5^9; for aggregates larger than
0,1 wm., this correlation was 0.32^ and 0.687, re
spectively, for clay and organic fnatter. A imiltiple
correlation between the amount of aggregates lerg^r
than 0.1 and the combined effects of organic
•»26«
Batter and clay *as Thus, cl»y bik? orgnnlc
colloids seem to be responsible for the rsajor por
tion of the soil Bggrepates.
Chllds (4,p.B2,B:^) found In three soil profllos that organic
TOttor and soil ^tablTlty showed positive correlation.
Table 1 Indlcetes that the organic matter Is
the only Item that shows marked variation with depth,
parallel ^Ith thp stability variation, In the pro
files, It Is almost unavoidable, even If not strictly
li^lcal, to ccffiolude that this Is by far the most
Important slnple factor In determining stability of
the surface soil, the more so because the order of
stability, naisely. Upper>-Middle > Lower, Is the saiae
ss the order of organic matter cc^ntent.
In general, organic mfitter has not been considered by pw-
sons doing viole drainage, as they apparently did not associate
the two PS Tr, Chllds and a few other invcstlgntors have done.
As tvole drains ere drawn parallel to the surface of the
ground, noam slope Is necessary for proper functioning of th«
drains. It is alsost universally agreed that mole drains
should havo a fall or grade, but there are wide differences
of opinion as to the anount of slope or grade* HecoMenda-
tlons vary from 3/* Inch per 100 feet by Jones (l5fP«179) to
a Tsaxltnuffl slope of 1 In 7 (14^»3 pc cent) by Haablyn (10,p«370)
Nicholson (20,p.98) states mole drain on«ratlons give best
results where the subsoil Is unlforn, undisturbed clay to
within about 12 Inches of the curfaee, and where there Is a
fall of the order of 1 In 200, (0.5 per cent) or r^ore, Hudson
and Hopowell (12,p.46) prefer a fall of about 1 In 30 (3«33
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per e«nt) to 1 In 4i^ (2,5 ppr cent) for soils and conditions
found In ^#!ialand. They further point out the need for
sufficient slopfr to prevent silting, Ijut not «»nouph slope to
cause excessive scouring.
Xttcreaslng the fall la the direction of the outlet will
tend to avoid elogfing of drains. 3% is pointed out that slo]^
in drains and its effect on sllti^ end scouring is probably
one of the laost discussed aspects of mole drainage. At the
same tine, very little Is known about the optlvnis grade by
those Installir!^ mole drains. Seveson (25tP«ll6) wakes the
following statement which is believed '^ore ac-pllceble to con
ditions in the United Statesj
Tt is obvious th^t nole channels with hlph and
low places will not function 100 per cent. livel
channels are not as effective as channels with »
gradient. Water standing In the channel will also
cause the channel to cave and deteriorate. 5?ost
land does not have enough natural slope or the
slope is not regular, having low and high spots.
Trem the above statements it appears that land slope has been
one llsiting factor in establishing nole drains in leany areas
in the Tnited States.
traatwmt
It is generally pgreed thflt r*5od outlets for mole drains
are Important. Typical of literature on the subject Is the
statement hy Hudson and Hopewell (12,p.84) thati "Preservation
of the outlet to a drain, ?role or tile, is highly important.
m28<*
because If the outlet becoaies blocked the «ttf>le systea Is
rendered ln<»ffectlve,** Schroeder (27,p.4-94) states thats
"One rain naiy deteriorate unprotected Nole drain outlets In
an earth ditch bank so that the entire drain ceases trt func
tion." The author's experience In 1'^ counties In Arkansas
Indicates the need of tile or tubing for rrpventln#t closure
of outlets ot mle drains.
Pepth
Ths depth of nole drains In the past has been detemlnsd
In wntff eases by the United power available. Depths ranging
from 15 to inches have been used with depths of 18 to 24
Inches the ffiore common. ^lnlT*mffl depths heve b^en governed by
the ability of the drain to withstand tranpln^j? of livestock
and the passage of tillage Implements. Hudson ?5nr' Bopewell
(12,p»41) state that! "The depth at which drains »re pulled
should be governed by the soil profile.•• This statement
appears to represent the thli&lng, coneernli^ mole depth, of
persons who have suceessfully used nole drains In recent years,
"It Is generally recognized that deep drains, providli^ they
are not so deep as to be below good clay, are longer lived
than shallower ones," according to Hudson and Hopewell (12,
p.42). Wlcholson (20,p,92) statesi "??ole channels function
eoually well at any depth from 12 to 10 In." He further sug
gests that mole channels should be drawn In the clay at a
decth to escape damage by heavy vehicles or deep cultivations.
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H# considers the deeper channels mtare dm-ahle.
j»2lS wscMiw at?AM
MoIp ffl^*chlne design haa been Inflaenced by the power a-
•allabXe with which It cottld be pulled. The power used for
drfttrlmr the mehlaes haa progressed from oxen^ horses^ and stean
pcmar, to the present tractor of the trae^ layer type. In Bng-
lend, aceordii« to Hicholson (20,p.110), the po»er used for
drawing moles was as follows* *Prlor to the outbrealc of war
In l*>?9t the* stenm tackle reigned supreme as a means of carry-
Inf out mole draining".
The prlra»'ry parts of a '".ole machine consists of the sole
point to go Into th<a ground, a knlfe-llke Made to the bottom
of •phleh It is fastened, and a horizontal ^^*affl or frame to
which the power Is hitched for drawing. An expander shaped
like a bullet Is attached to the rear of !90st of the mole points
to assist la foroing a channel of cylindrical shape. The ool*
balls wary la dlaaeter fron about 2 to 6 Inches and from about
8 to 24 Inches la length. The sole point Is consionly saaller
In dlaneter but loiter than the inole ball. The blades vary
considerably ranging In thickness from 1/2 to 1 Inch and In
width fro'Tt about 5-1/2 to l6 inches and deslgnr^ to run at
depths of frofl* about 15 to 1^0 Inches. The horizontal bean is
made In lengths of fron» About 6 to 12 feet. Ko^ewer, I#uebcke
(l6,p.l5) 8Uff?«^sts beaas 14, 16, rnd 13 feet long be coapared
with the shorter be«p»s now In use for working qa^litles.
•:^<v
of ygar for moling
by Tfadson and Bop<»»ell (12^p.40) which 1»
confirmed by other izxvestigators, snns up the general opinion
as to the desirable season for moling as follovst
It would appear froffi the foregoing that rain
fall conditions followli^ the pullli^ of i»ole drains
are isore important than the time of yepr in Itself,
The results referred to In the above statement are that moles
palled iTfmedlately before periods of he^vy rainfall have fil
led by silting in a veiry short time or within a few dwys.
Saveson (25t^p«320) reports having Installed mote drains through
arens where water was standing and found the mole chsnnel com-
pletely closed with silt in two hours tlrr^e.
fo refer*"nce to the effect of roots on the f'urabllity of
moles was foun*^ In the review of literature. However^ the high
state of granulation of prarle soils Is commonly known. Baver
(l^p«l60) states! "There is no reason to doubt the possibil
ity of root ereretions ttat way have definite flocculating or
cementing effects on soil particles." In summlr^ up the
effects of roots on soil stability Baver (l,p,l6'>) saysi
It seems plausible to conclude, however, that
something comes from the plant root that stabilizes
®ny aggregation thnt is formed, irrespective of the
rechanlsir of this formation#
Kflrtln 8n<^ Waksman (17,p,44) show that growth of micro
organisms leads to a binding and aggregation of the soil par
ticles and state! "The extent of binding was found to be
dependent npon the nature of the microorganisns y the aaomst
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of ^owth produced, and the nature of the stibstrate." Frow
the above llteratnre It appears thfit so«e fnctora vhlch way
affect atablllty of the soil have a bearing upon th^ time
of year nollng Is done have not b'^en considered heretofore.
Both activity of alcroorganlsBs and root pro^wth are known to
be seasonal.
BXPTBB^FSTAL
Laboratory
In evalustli® certain factors affectlnp the durability of
mole drains, the laboratory aptho«^ makes possible the control
of other variables so that effects of only one or more factors
can be measured, Several tests were used which require lab
oratory conditions. These Inaivldaal tests are described
iRter under this section, but points referred to ares soil
stflblllty, organic rnatter, shrlnkflge properties, aiwS the
effect of moisture and temperature on sample mole channels of
thr^e different diameters.
Sample studies sdL iS2lS.
The fflole channel samples were taken In order thst the
effects of moisture, temperature, and mole ball diameter could
be evaluated.
Before a coaparatlwe study of samples could be made,
unlforw samples had to be obtained. ?ifole channel samples ted
not been studied previous to this Investigation as far as
literature reviewed Indicated. It was necessary to first de
vise a means of takli^ the samples. The manner of taking the
samples depends to a certain ertent upon the number of samples
which ^111 be required. To deternln© the number of samples
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required to plve rellsDle result#, th# factfira to be stodled
were listed and discussed 'wlth the statistical laljoratory,
Iowa State College. The statistical laboratory stated that
«aeh cowSltlon rmist be at least dnpllcnted to give a reason
able indication of thr stability of the channel.
gflulpment* The equipment shown In Plpure 7 was devised
to forsi the cole channels without the slits. The 3-ton hydrea-
11c jack selected for pnshlsg both ®ole bslls and sawple tubes
Into the soil Is shown In Flrare 8. The three sizes of tubes
nsed for encasing the mole channels are shown In Figure 9.
Thes<» tubes were made of l8 gange galvanised sheet aetal. A
slfflple pushrod, first used to guide the mole ball, was misat-
Isfactory. The pushrod assembly shown In Flrnre 13 was then
d«?veloped. It consisted of an assortment of various leT^ths
of tubes of the same Inside diameter snd couplers machined
fOEP a tight fit. This improved pushrod assembly facilitated
direction control of the rsole balls. The wobble plpte shown
in rificre 14- laade direction control easier for both sa«tple
tubes and wole balls. The base plate shown In Figure 14 was
designed to fit 9, 10 and ll-lnch dlaaeter saraple tubes as
shown In Flpnro 9.
TaVlng aanples. The samples of mole channels w®re taken
at depths of 24 to *^6 Inches. As the samples were taken In
the horizontal plane, It was necessary to dig a trench 30
Inches in width to the desired depth. The mole ball with
point was then rushed through the subsoil with the hydraulic
-34-
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' If! !!! K Ui Ifl
0.
Ftp. 7. '"ole Balls or T^xppndprs Tlsrd
In ttaklnr Sample f'ole Ch?^nnels«
L.mM-1 Ili^luiJIWiJ m • ^ u w j|ijj^iiMl^iljlilliiiM)i'''''m
iTT" X
Fif. Fnnlpnent TTroM for FusMnr Balls
and ^aiiplfi Tubes Into thp Soll»
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Flg, 9, Sample Tubes Uspd for Taklnp
f'ole ChP.nnf^l Samples for Labor
atory Study,
- •JfjN
•••
'n
• ,~0.4X'Vi
m: '
Fir. Fncaslnr a Section of I'ol^
Clv»nnpl In Sample Tube for
L^nboratory Study (top view).
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jack *jintlT 12 inches of open mole channel wa# left behind the
ball. One of the sample tubes vsa then centered with the mole
channel^ a base plate fitted on the other end of the tube, and
the hydraulic Jack then placed against the opposite side of
the trench and ths tube pushed over the mole ehazmel as shovn
In Figure 10. The samples nere then remofved fr<»n the soil by
dipginfr the soil froa around the tubes and lifting the san-
plesy encased In the tube, out of the trench. The samples were
immediately wrapped in tar paper to prevent drylngr ®nd crack
ing. Picure 11 shows three wole channel sa'^plf^s lmw«»dlately
after they were taken. The largest of the three was taken of
a mole chnnnel made by the mole machine equipped with a 4-l/2<-
inch diameter mole ball. Figure 12 shows a sample sfter ex
posure to air for a few days«
Soil moisture samples were taken from the soil adjacent
to each tube at the saute depth as the mole channel. Uolsture
determinations were then made ^pon return to the laboratoary.
Scotch tape was used to seal moisture cans to prevent moisture
loss before reachlnr the laboratory where the welfrhing was
done.
The largest number of mole chnnnel samples was taken
from an Fdlna soil in Van Buren County, Iowa. To expedite the
taking of the large number of samples, a trench 3^ Inches in
width and about 40 inches deep was dug. Three samples were
then taken and removed from the trench. The same three mole
balls were pushed in again and their channels encased in the
w w - ffi ftj Ik lij
M
Sf
Flp. 11, "olf? Channel Sanplps as Taken
from W«>bster Soli, Sanple on
Right Having' Br#»n ?Tade by
Field Finchlne.
i
Fig, 12, PartlelTy Dry ''ole Channel
Section Made with '4-i/2-Inrh
r^olp Bnll.
FlPo Improved Push-rod Assembly
Usf^d with the 1-Ton
_ r
F1.r, 14,
r
Improved Bsse Platr (A) for
t-ample Tuhes nn^ ..'obbl'^ TTnte
(B) for Base of Uydrsulic
J^oV •
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TSf>tal sample tubes. By this process It was possible to take
an average of one sample chminel per hour,
Sanrple treatment, In setting up the sample treatment the
conditions and factors to be studied were outlined aa shown
in Table 2. The factors were mole ball dianeter^ noistnre
content of the soil at tine of molli^, moisture checges In
the saaplest and tesperatixre. Hole balls of 2-1/2, 3-1/2,
and 4-1/2-lneh diameters were used to produce mole channels
which were encased In 9» 10, and ll-lnch diameter tubes, re
spectively, This gave a layer of soil of a uniform thickness
of about 3-1/4 inches around each mole channel. For this thin
layer of soli, slits were oraltted, ercept on 6 saraples, as It
was thought the effect of the silt would he exaggerated. The
per cent i!<olsture, st time of moling, was obtained by divld-
ing the anount of aoisture in a soil sample by the weight of
the oven-dry (110® C,) soil sample* In the early stages of
sanple trsatment, weathering by wetting and drying of a groap
of sole sanples was to be compared with another group of sam
ples which were subjected to freezing In ad<*ltlon to wetting
and drying.
The recording of observed changes In the condition of
the mole channel sanples was found to he difficult. It was
decided to !nakf> a picture record of the condition of the sam
ples when nottceoMe chi^nges were observed. The pictures were
taken Inside the laboratory by placing the saiaples at s fixed
distance from the camera. After the first set of pictures
TABLE 2. Samcle Treatment and Results
Sarcle No.
(sinple or
pair)
Plareter Per Cent
molsture
Weathering
Mole
ball
Sample
tube
when moled Moisture Temperature
Webster
?
3
11 21
26
1^3
2t
8
8
12
20.2
2?.U
21.5 23>
20.2
20.2
Immersed
^ Immersed
year cycle*^
Pryd
Dry
Year cycle^
Above 32®F
Year cycle
Year cycle
Above 32®F
Luton
12 23
2?
25
32 1
V"
10
11
37.0
37.0
37.0
37.0
Year cycle
Year cycle
Year cycle
Year cycle
Year cycle
Above 32®F
Above 32°F
Above 32*^?
Edlna
17 18
27 50
37 38
H 9
10
11
28.^ 20.5
28.1* 29.5
28.^ 2Q.5
Natural®
Natural
tura 1
Natural
Natural
Natural
6 7
«?3 «iU
LI.
2h
"i?
H
9
10
11
29.5
20.5
29.5
Year cycle
Year cycle
Year cycle
Year cycle
Year cycle
Year cycle
13
2^ 30
31 35 3
9
10
11
28 .W
28 .U
28.14
Year cycle
Year cycle
Year cycle
Above 32®F
Abnve 32^
Above 32®F
15 1^
2P
3>^ K-
H 9
10
11
28.U
26.»4
28.1*
Year cycle
Year cycle
Year cycle
Year cycle
Year cycle
Year cycle
19 20
51 52
30 Uo
2i 9
10
11
20.5
20.5
29.5
lu—30;?^
lU—30^
lU—30^
Above 32®F
Above 32®F
Above 32®F
8
55
33
H
u.|
9
10
11
20.5
29.5
29.5
Year cycle
Year cycle
Year cycle
Year cycle
Year cycle
Year cycle
Benarks
Defrree of
mole channel
breakdowr®
Soaked vert.
Soaked hor.
Uach, moled
?Jo. 23 mach.
moled
Burled in J
ground 36" *
at AmeSf Iowa
Slit in
laboratory'
Wet and dry
Wet^ freeze
and dry
Sealed and
held in lab
oratory?
Freeze» wet,
and dry
1 1
1 2
W U
2 1
2 2
2 2
3 2
2 2
0 1
2 3
1 2
2 1
U U
V U
h u
®Code for depree of collapese, 0 « collapsed; 1 = 76 - 100 '^ closed; 2 • 51 - 75^ closed;
3 « desert! U = n - 2'i'< closed.
Wear cycle of temperature - Repeated freezing and thawing until breakdown of sample.
®ye%r cycle of moisture - Repeated wetting and drying (saturation to about 10^ M.C.)
"^Dry - No water ndded after sample taken.
^Natural - Samples buried In ground at Ames, Iowa.
^"olsture content of samples when sllt,6-lC ,8?9,7-13 ,53-l'*.7?'»5'+-27.6^,^5-13 .1^
^Samples were sealed with paraffin when moisture content of samples were within the
range of 1^* to 30 per cent of the dry soil weight.
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vas taken, llghtlnf Inside the raole channels was Inproved by
uslnr two 800-watt floodlights. The pictures. Figures 15 to
26, show relfltlve changes In the mole samples, as flxe<^ posi
tions of the samples ai^ the camera were nsed for the pictures
taken after December 1, 194^.
The term "year cycle** refers to wetting and drying suc-
ceaslTely and freezing and thawing until breakdown of sample,
as It pertains to moisture and temperature, respectively.
Vetting of the mole channel samples was accomplished
initially by placing the samples In a shallow pan sbout Inehps
deep and slovly adding water until the pan was filled. The
water was generally added during a period of P to 12 hours.
At room temperature and humidity, the top 1/3 of each sample
did not become plastic after as nmch as one month of soaking.
It was then decided to use deeper pans for molrtenlnr the sam
ples. In the process of wettlnp the various samples In differ
ent pans. It was observed th^^t the rate of wetting affected
the amount of mole channel breakdown. After this observation
was -^ade a large vat was made In order that all samples could
be nnlfor'^ly exposed to the water at the same rate, Vlth the
exception of sample number 2, which was kept Imrersed, the
samples were soaked in shallow pans prior to February 1, 1949.
IJntll this time most of the sanple channels remained at least
3/4 open. On February 10 the samples were placed In the vflt
and water was added during a three hour period until the water
was 9 inches deep In the vat. After 72 hours the water was
siphoned off and the samples allowed to dry.
-42-
Freezlng was accomplished by placing th« mole chsnnel
samples in a freezer roors the temperature of ^hlch vf^rled from
about 2? to degrees Fe^enhelt. The relstlve bunl^'lty of
the room vss generally between 6n nnd 70 per cent.
Resnlta. Plctarea made on Visrch B, 19^9, Flrures 15 to
28^ fiVA ®n Indication of the degree of mole channel failure.
It la anlte evident that the order of fallis^e vas Ltston^
Edlna, and Webster.
Observed results from the 44- mole channel samples of this
study Indicate thst drying and wetting caused the greatest
breakdown of the mole channels. The lower the moisture con»
tent at the time of wetting, the greater was the satiple break
down. Also rapid rates of wetting caused greater breakdown of
the channels. Chllds (4,p.'^?^), found rapid vetting of a soli
sample caused greater disintegration than slow wetting.
Effects fposa freezing at temperatures from 3*^ to 22 degrees
Fahrenheit were relatively small, If any, conpsred to the
effects of wetting and drying. fJven though the pictures did
not show the effects of freezing on the samples. It appeared
to cause the formation of a layer of finer granules around
the channel. Although the data do not show a highly signifi
cant difference in the deterioration of the thr^^e sizes of
mole channels, the larger channels probfbly will not become
plugged as soon as the sn^aller channels. The size of the
plate-like scales which for'ned were about the same size In
all three channels which, upon falling to the floor of the
iPIf. 15« Samples of Viebster Silty Cl?>y Loan. Wos.
21 rxT\6 11 V.ere Suhjreted to Flpht Cycles
of Drylnp nn(^ VJVttlnp bs Tivell Freezing
and Thawlnpp ^ wns Kept T- -rsed In
thp Vf^-"tlcpl ^osltio:^ I^rcept nl In the
Frreri^r. '^ '^ p rictuT'* '••as Taken Jec. 2",
1^4^, Thf Satrples Itbstr^od Wr^^herlnf
Better Thflv Ftther Fdlna Sllty Clay LoPm
OT Luton Clay,
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1
Fl^, 16. Sample 26 of Vlebster Sllty Clay toaff
and Sa^'ples 2"^ ^nd 12 of Luton Clay^
^09 2f Remalnec" \lr-dry hut Was Snb-
Jectec Free7;1.np ThPWinp, No,
12 was Sub.lr-cted to VJp>ttlnp ^nd Try
ing, No. 23, Tiken BeMnd thp '"ole
"''achlne vVhen Tr^properly Ar^Justed,
V.'ps Subjected to Frt^ozin^ ^^nd Thawing
as well as V/ett-t^r and Dryinp. No.
26 Remained Opei ^ Kas» 2? and 12 Col
lapsed.
Flff. 17, Samplps of T,nton Clf»y, Top Flctiire V#as
T%d© on Dec, 29, 19^^. After Two CycXf^s
of Weathering; After Tb-ee freezing and
Ths^ln^ Cycles and Four V.y ting and
Drying Cycles the Tarriples -Collapsed as
Sbonn on I'^aroh P, 1<^^9.
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Fig. 19. Sarnplps of Tdlna Sllty Clay Lo^im. Picture
on Jan. IB, 19^9, After Slits Hf^d Been
T*nde In Sa^nnles and One Cycle of V^'eather-
Ing; Pottoin Picture. After Samples Were
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Fig, 20. Replicate Ssriples of F.dlna Sllty Clay
Loan, Received Identical Treat^nc^nt fls
Those In Figure 19. Notice Similar
Biocklng of Channels.
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uFig. 26b Ea'^ples of Fr^lna Gllty Clay LoaT, These
Sarnples VJpre Mlowed To nry Kach Tlni®
After Viettlnf T^efore Placing In Freezer;
They V*)'pre Wot Hovered v;ith Water But
Soaked in a Shrllov "^at Ahnut Thrpf^
Inches In Denth. Results froTi thr Three
Ea-^ples. as rompsred to Ra'^pl^s Covered
wlt^ '-^Pter, Clparly Indicate that the
Rate of Wettlnf Affects ^'o\^ Channel
Breakdown,
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Pig. 27. S^rples Placed In Pepp Vat
on Feb. 1"^, 19^9f Ready to Be
Covered with Water.
Fig. 28, View of 7?\t After Soaklnp,
Showlnp Position of Sarrples
After Water V^as R|smove<? from
the Vat,
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channel, would cause blocking more readily In the snaller
ehsnnels. Thp range of moisture ontent at th*» time of Mollnf
in either of thp three soils *as so smnll that the effect, If
81^, was not noticeable, Kven though t^«s (^uratlllty of the
sample chaimels was in iziverse order of the moisture content
of tfebster, Edina, and Luton soils, thr* other differences such
as teirture, structure, organic matter, and shrinkage proper*
ties »ay have been t^xre Isportant. Therefore, cc»ielusi(ms as
to the effects of moisture, at tiise of moling, are not war
ranted*
The sarsples taken from Webster and Luton soils were from
fields on which small grains had heen harvested in 194B. A
crop of soybeans was harvested on the flpld fro?»5 which the
Fdlna samples were taken. An observation of Interest which
may have affected the results, was th^t a network of pl^nt
roots was plainly visible in the fSebster but not in the other
two soils. The theory which has b^en stated by Baver (l,p«l58}
would indicate the importance of plant roots in soil aggregate
stabilisation*
The Blr wole channel samples which were held sealed in
the laboratory, at moisture contents of 14 to 3*^ per cent,
appeared to be In the same eTcellent condition as vhen sealed*
These s8T?!ples were sealed Novcfrber 25, 19^8 and opened April
26, 19^9.
The sly wole channel saraples which were burled 3^ inches
deep in the ground at Ames, Iowa, on November 2?, 19*^ were
-57-
reisovfrd and photogTarh®^ on AprlX 26j 19^9« Thft samples w*T®
in duplicate. The sar.ples vhieh had chflnn#^lB formed by the
A-l/2-lnch ball ver*^ In f^xcellf^nt eon<51tlon. Ow of Xhtf sam
ples formed by the 3-1/2-lnch bsll was complett^lr closed and
the other one was about 3/^ closed. Both of the 2-1/2-lnch
channels were closed. The TostCT-lal which blocked the chsnnels
was eoBposed of thin flake-like strips of clsy which hsd
fw«ed from the inside of the channels. The aoisture contents
of the samples on Ai^ll 26, IW were (per cent dry weight
of soil) as followsi 37.4, 33.5, 36.4, 39.7, and 37.1
for sa?sple tube Ros. 3?, 5^, l^t 37, 27, and 17, respectively.
Meehaaical SSL IM laUUl
The mechanical anelysfs of r soil is rather universally
considered to be one of the important properties of a soil.
Seversl i»»ethods of mechanical anelysis have bren Introduced,
but it appears that agronomists use the morp precise pipette
aethod and t\m engineers almost universally use the hydrometer
nethod. The ^ydroneter Bethod was selected for this study
because results can be duplicated easily, the personal elesent
is reduced to a siinlnnm, and conplete equipnent necessary for
the ffletlK>d was available In the Agricultural Knglneerii^
Department. A factor which cannot be overlooked is that sev
eral of the more siwcessful investigators of wole drainage in
recent years have published results of mpchanlcal analysis of
soils on which mole drain?*g© has been done. This enf^bles
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other Investigators In mole drainage to compare results,
BflHlpaent. The equipment for the hydroiseter method of
Mehanle&l analysis of the soil consists of "balances for weigh
ing the sample, a dispersing machine of the malted milk mixer
type, a 1000 ce. gradi»te, a standard Booyoucos soil colloids
hydrometer, and a therffioneter. Astop watch was used for
accorate timing. The three fflaln Iteas of equlpaent are shown
In Figure 29.
Method, The soli sample which was to be analysed was
first passed thorough th« No. 10 sieve having, approximately,
2 mm, openings, A portion of the soil was then taken for
determining the amount of moisture In an air dry sample and
oven-dried at 110® C, for 24 hours. This moisture Is called
the hydroscopic moisture for this snalysls. It Is recognlred
that there was a slight error here due to chnng*»s In humidity.
Then an anovoat of air dry soil equivalent to ^0 grams of the
dry soil was placed In the dispersing cup and the cup filled
to within 1-1/2 Inches of the top with distilled water. Next,
5 cc, of a solution of sodltnn silicate or water glass having
a soil hydrometer reading of 3 '^f st 67® F, was added and 5
of saturated sodium oxalate was added and the cup allowed to
set for 10 minutes,
Tlw cup with sEiTiple vas then Rttsched to the dispersing
machine for 10 minutes. The contents of the cup were then
poured lato a 1000 cc, graduate and distilled water added so
that whwa the hjrdroaster was added the liquid suspension stood
rip. 29. Hydro*^^ter In TOOO cc« Gracl'
uate (Ipft) anrl thp Dlsners-
Inf ^^richine TTsed (rlpht).
Flg» 30, -with Sfinplps frnm
Prornf nt rt. Francis County,
ArksnEar. rhowlnp Lflrpe
Anount of Soil Particles of
Collol'^al riKf> rblch Benalned
in Snsrensli^n One V->ek,
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at thfl 1000 cc. raark. The i^lm of the hand *as then placed
over the mouth of the cylinder vhlch vaa then turned complete
ly upside doTO and hack several timer for ahout 1 nlnute.
The graduate was then placed on a table and the hydrometer
gently losered Into the soil suspension. The first reading
was taken at the end of 40 seconds^ a second reading was taken
at the end of 1 hour, and a third readlnf was taken at the end
of 2 hours,
A drop or two of awyl alcohol was added to soils which
I^oduced a froth at the top of the colusm after shaklnr- For
every 1® F, above or below 67® f* a ternperature correction of
0,2 graduation on the hydrometer was rnade. Corrected readlnfs
as shoTO In Table 5 were used In all ealculf?tf or«« The cor
rected hydrometer reading at the end of ^0 seconds was divided
by the amount of dry soils, 5^ grams for these tests, and f«1-
tlplled by 100. The value found was subtracted fro® 100 to
obtain the percentage of naterlal which had settled out or the
sand. The corrected hydroneter reading at the end of 1 hour
was divided by the dry weight of the soil and multiplied by
100 to obtain the percentage of material still In suspension.
This material was considered to be clay of 0,005 diameter
or less, and the silt was considered that percentage of mater
ial left after clay plus sand percentage was s^btrscted from
ino. The 2 micron clay was considered the material still In
suspension after 2 hours.
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Results. Tables 3 aT«3 4 give the percentages of sand,
silt, and clny as found by the hydrometer method of mechanical
analysis. The cl^^y content found In tht- Io«a soils Is about
the saae as has been found by others who hnve run mechanical
analyses on the same soli types. The 2 micron cl?5y content
of the three lova sollsy Webster, ?dlna, end Luton was found
to be 29, 5^» and 6l per cent, respectively. The clay content
of Edlna and Intern la within thn ranre which has been gener*
ally considered suitable for nolli^« However, Chllds (3,P»249)
has pointed out that Ampthlll clay was not suitable for mlli^
even though Its clay content was *71.0 per cent. He further
Indicates Oxford clay Is more sultabl^^ for mollnr than Amp-
thill clay even though its clay content Is only 21,8 per cent.
Three of the four Arkpnsas Soils on which mechanical
analyses were run gave unusually high clay contents. Aver
ages for 2 Rlcron clay contents of each profile from 19 to 36
Inches, ns fom^ by the hydroneter method, was as followst
Lincoln Coonty, Bo,7; Phillips County, 54,7| St, Francis
County (Shell Lake), 8l,lj St, Francis County (Sycaiiore Bend),
73.?»
Since the hydrometer method gave very hlgrh clay contents,
sample Ifo, 604 was eheclred by the Agronomy tsep^^rtment at Tova
State College. The pipette method pave a 2 micron clay con
tent of 74,^8 per cent where the hydrometer method gave a
2 micron clay content of Bo,2 per cent. In soil? containing
high clay contents as shown by Figure 30, a higher per cent
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of clay !• shown by tho hydroneter which wns graduated In a
loan soli. This la an Inherent wpnlcn^ss of the hydrometer
mthod. However, the oechsnicel analysis of the Tows soils
hy the liydroHeter aethod gave results comparable to published
jy data of others.
Stability tests
S«v«»ral different tests have been used as a uneasore of
soil stability. It is believed deslrnble et this polirt to
explnln t.h«? test used In this eTp#»rim<>nt, The "soil wolsture
characteristics curve'*, as a mensure of soil stability, as
proposed by Chllds (3) In 1939 and rientionpd in the review of
literature, was the measure used.
Tt^orv and definitions. Soli moisture cheractprlstics
are of Interest in themselves, but until recently it ras not
realized generally ttet they were capable of other uses such
as neasuresent of soil stability. Soil moisture characteris
tics may be used in the stability test, as they way be inter
preted as the pore size distribution within the soil. They
are analogous and eomplpmentary to mechanical analysis in that
soil **oistnre characteristics five the same information about
pores as mechanical analysis grlves about particles. The pres
sure deficiency, p, in a soil «t a elven moisture content Is
the pressure difference between the two sides of the alr-vater
interface within the soil pores. By letting r denote the
radius of curvature of a spherical Interface in equlllbrlun
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at this pressure difference and denoting the sxrrfac© tension
by T, the forfiula p a 2T/r may be written. Pores with a radius
greater than r will then be emptied of water except nlnate
Quantities In eawltles within an Interfaee of smaller radius
of enrvattire than r. As the soetlon presstsre Increases, the
moisture content Is suceesslwely decreased as poarea of smller
and smallffr radius are «»Trptled» The shape of the solsture
characteristic may he shown grarhlcally be lettli^ the x co-
ordlm te be the pressure axis and th© y coordinate the mois
ture axis* How by means the equation p s 2T/r the pressure
axis (x axis) may be regraduated to rive the pore size. After
this Is done^ the y coordinate of any point on the moisture
charaeterlstle gives the quantity of water held In pores of
radius saaller than that given by the x coordinate. Then the
shape of the whole characteristic Indicates the distribution
of the total pore space among pores of different effective
sizes. As the pores are generally Irregular In shape, the
effective pore size by the above equation Is related to true
pore size Just as the effective particle size Is related to
the tru^ particle size In mechanical analysis. A distinct
advantage of the moisture characteristic of analysis Is that
the soil sample Is disturbed very little. This property en
hances Its use In soil stability by Treasuring the ability of
the soil to withstand natural disintegration forces such as
wetting and dryli^.
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To d«raonstrat« thp validity of the assuaptlcm tiat soil
Bolstixre characteristics indicated the pore size distribution,
Chllds (3) took the Gaalt clay, which Is known to he very
stable, and a sand. A slse range was selected by sieving eaeh
sample and takin^f the portltm passing a 2 mcPm and retained on
a 1 ram. sieve. This gave a unlfora range of cmmb slse to
start with for both sand and clay. Kqti»l quantities of each
saaple were placed in a Buchner funnel which had a filter
paper sealed around the edges. The Puchnor funnel was connected
to a three-way burette and the sarrplf^s soaked for 24- hours.
Then the excess water was drained off, ?^nd 2 cc. incrt^jrienta of
suction pressure were applied up tr* 50 ctn. of water. Usual
increments taken are 1 or 2 cc. A correction for swelling of
the clay crunbs was made, as the clpy crnr^bs were founts to in
crease In the ratio 1.^8 to I5 so all rseasured pressure defi
ciencies were multiplied by l.oR to get the pressure deficiency
In the absence of swelling.
By plotting the pressure deficiency, p. In cm. of water
as the abscissa and the gtolsturc content, V, as a per cent of
the total volume as the ordlnate, similar c*irves were obtained
for the sand and the clay fractions. The Bolsture content of
the clRy was hlgh*^r throughout the presr^ure range as was to
be expected. The point which should be observed is that the
TBolsture chnracterlstlc of the clay crurj^bs Indicates the pre
sence of a group of l^rge pores which rppy be Identified with
the intercruiab pores, on account of their similarity of size
distribution to the sand pores. By differentiating the curves
-68-
fotind above and plotting dv/dp as the ordlnnte apalnst pres-
snro deficiency, p. In em, of vater, the group of pores glvliqf
the peak of the eurre ere clearly seen. Suction pressures of
greater than 50 eiB« of water vere not used In determining
Bolsture eharaeteristics of the clay because greater pressures
would give the size distribution of a second group of pores,
jBUch sisaller in effective radius, characteristic of tt» clay
Itself rather than the clay cru«b poi^s. A soil sample taken
in the field rmy not i-lve distinct pore groups, If thp crumbs
fit closely tofether, as Is the cnse In ffsny clay subsoils.
Xnt*>rcru?ab pore space Tnsy ftlso give undlstlngalshsble pore
groups,
Sa^Pples used for the aolstnre characteristic test ciay be
taken from the field as an undisturbed, or as a disturbed
field sample I or a crumb fractlcm of a soil my be taken.
These samples my be used in studyli^ the effects ^ soaking
In iwter, the effects of alternate wetting and drying or of
freezing and thawing*
It Is realized that the stability of a crumb structure
of a limited range of original particle sizes cannot be com
pared to soil stability as foun<? in natur^^, due to other as
pects of soil binding. Hor<^er, It Is believed that a com
parison between eruTnb fractions froB various soils will give
an Index of their stability. The suggested nuraerlcal value
for the stability as proposed by Chllds (3,P.248) my be found
by UFlng the ratio hj/h^j where is the height of rise of the
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flrst cur-v^ and hj Is the height of rls<» after another cycle
of wetting an(5 drying. This vnlae (hj/h^,) Is unity fofr a per
fectly stable soil and jsero for a completely nnrtable soil.
For ex**mple, the stability of Gualt clay Is riven as h^/ho s
This is considered to be a stable clay and well suited
to i5ollng« The stability of Oxford elay is flven as 0.28 and
the stability of Ampthill clay Is 0« These tvo soils are eon-
sldered to be unstable and nnsulted to molinf. Froa Table 6,
which fiires the fsechanlcal analyses of the three soils, such
an order of stability would not be anticipated, ss the Amp-
thill clay is thf^ highest in clay content,
f, **pchanlcal Analyses of Clay Soils of
different Pegrees of Stability
Soil Coarse sand Fine snnd Silt Clay Ca CfV^
Gault clay 3.9 7.4 17.7 6l,l 7.9
Qrford elay 19.5 31.9 19.4 21.8
Ampthill elay 1,0 3,4 20.5 71.0 0.14
Table reproduced from Chllds (?,p,247)
Inasmuch as Feng and Browning (^^,p.'72) found a higher
correlation between the "stability factor" which was obtained
by dividing dv/dp by, p, the tension at which the peak dv/dp
occurred, and th** Yoder method of estimating stable aggregates
than by the soil moisture eharaeteristle of Chllds, it is
believed appropriate to state Feng*s and Browning's (8^p«7l)
line of reasoning which 1« as follows:
The stability factor Is defined here as the
peak value of dv/dp of the differential carve of
the moisture characteristics divided by the ten
sion p In cm of water at which the peak value
occurs. This expression chararterlzes the stabil
ity of aggregates on the assumption that soil
with a peak value of dv/dp shonW have a particu
lar abundance of pores with such a ra(?ius as given
by r « 2T/p. If r remains constant, p, the ten
sion required to efnpty the water from such pores,
nrust also be of a certain value. Howeverj if the
pores with radius r becoaes swaller, then the ten
sion p must be Increased correspondingly In order
to e»!^pty the smaller pores. Therefore, when r
becomes smaller, p becomes greater, so the expres
sion of peak of dv/dp should be a better measure
P
of aggregate stability than hx/h^ or peak value of
dv/dp.
Feng*8 and Browning's statement appears to be logical
and should give a higher correlation with the Yoder method of
seasuring soil stability as only (me wetting was Involved.
FouipBieat. The equipment for the soil solsture charac^
teristic test consisted of a 50 cc. burette having a 3-*ay
stopcock and a porcelain Buchner funnel having a flat bottom,
6 c^. In diameter. Figure 31 shows the apppratus ready for
e test run. To expedite the work, a second birrette was se
cured before the major p^rt of the data were taken.
Procedure. The method Tihlch was used to obtain results
on F.dlna soils frora Van Buren County, Iowa and the other soils
is as followss A sample of air dry crumbs, equivalent to 5"^
grans of dry soil, caught between the 2 hbp. and 1 mn. sieve*
-71-
y t
Fig, 31, Poroel?=iln Puchripr Funnpl ant' Burette - 1th 3-* ay
Stopcock on Rlnrstsnc^. Flcturp on Rlpht Is Tor-
view of Buchner Funnel Chowlnp Shrlnknpe of
Air-dry Sample No, 620,
i
Flp, 32, Ballc of Clay Placed In V.?3ti=^r
Overnlpht, Sometimes Used ns
a r*ea3ure oT f'oli^hlllty.
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was placed In a Buchner funnel having a filter paper sealed at
the edgres with paraffin. The sawple wss compacted by (dropping
one-half Inch 100 tlrws and thpn soaked for ?4. hours, and
excess water renoved with a pipette. The burette with a three-
way stopcock was then moved up or down until the nenlscus bot-
ton was at soro. Suction pressto-e w&s then applied in irwsre-
ments of 2 em, of water. The recovery hwad was read in a minl-
ratim of five ninates or longer antil there was not a noticeable
Boveaent of the inenlactui one Bimite before reading. Tiae be
tween readinps *as normally between five and ten minutes.
A set of three sample data shf^ets is included as Tables
7, P, and 9. Tables 7, and 9 are the data for differential
curves for an Fdins sllty clay lonn after 1, 2, an^' 3 cycles
of "weatherings". This cycle of weatherlnr refers to one as
the test run after 24 hours soaking; cycle two after another
drying for 7 days and rewetting for 24 hours; «nd cycle three
is still another dryinr and rewettlng.
After a aoistore characteristic curve for the first cycle
ms obtained, the sample was allowed to dry at room tempera-
tmre of about 70® F. for 7 days. The filter paper was ob
served before the sanple was resaturated because the soils
having higher clay contents frequently pulled the filter paper
and paraffin seal frora the funnel during drying. Tf the filter
was not in good condition, the soli sar^ple was carefully re
moved and the outer edge of a new filter ?e8le^ to the funnel.
The sa'nple was then resaturated by adding water to the b^n*ette
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and allowed to soak for 24 hoars. The second soil molsttire
eharaeteristle was then run. After another 7 days the third
cycle was rtm In a similar manner to the second cycle of wea
thering. A cycle of "weatherinf'* is referred to as a drying
and wetting as specified above# The weehanical analyses for
Iowa soils are giTen in Table 3.
TTron corepletlon of the testsf a coifiparlson of the stabil
ity of several soils was made using the stability of soils by
Chllds ('^»P.247) on Fnpllsh soils as a r'pasure since the
Cault clays are conslflered stable and snltable for nole drain
ing.
Peatalts. The results of the soil stability tests are
STxaffiarized by 34 graphs in Flpures 33i 3*» 35» 3^, 3*^i «nd 3®*
These were fomsd by the soil moistore characteristic method
of deternining the pore size distribution and are considered
to be an indicator of soil stability. It was observed froB
the stability tests that the order of stability of the three
Iowa soils was lebster, Kdina, and Laton.
Also the soil samples 619-623 taken from a field in St.
Francis County, Arkansas Indicated a high order of stability,
which was expected as mole channels In the field rewRlned
open the first year but closed Inter, because cavlnp of the
outl<>ts blocked the channels.
The peaks of the soil moisture characteristic corves
were observed to be lower on both the Iowa and Arkansas soils
than the peaks Childs (4,p.84) found from soils in England.
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To Show the BEiethod of obtslnlng the soil moisture characteris
tic earvas Tables an<? 9 are included. These three tables
flY« the data collected from an Fdlna sllty clay It^m after
each of the cycles of wetting and drying. To measure the
effect of weathering <ni soil stability the cycles of wetting
and drying employed In the Chllds method wonld appeer to »«re
nearly approach conditions found In mole channels In this re»
rlon. Therefore, the Chllds meaaure of stability was recorded
on the grarhlcsl results presented In Flfures 33, 3^$ 35* 36,
37, and 3^.
Tn flnalyzlnp the data a metho<^ presented Itself, which
embodies the principles of both Chllds' and Feng's and Frown
ing 's methods, which 5»ay give a better measure of the suita
bility of a soil for laollng than either of the other two ?neth-
ods. Tn the nam sethod the peak fouz^ after the second
cycle of weethmrlng Is divided by peak 52^ found after the
first or Initial wetting and aay be expressed as followsa
PeaV of ^2/^P2
^1
Table 10 which gives both ChlWs* and Feng's measure of sta
bility also presents the new method, Ro ntte^pt to correlate
the new method was made as the only correlation possible,
with the data, was to correlate It Individually with the other
two methods which would not prove anything.
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shrtnk^gft isaiA
The decision to wake shrinkage teats was nwde fifter the
sole channel stability tests had given unexpected results.
The order of durability was found to be TSebster, Kdlna, Luton,
whlcli Is In inverse order of clay content. The shrinkage
tests were riiade in an attempt to determine If shrinkage caused
thp failure. The shrinkage limit and shrinkage ratio were
determined•
ThPory ana acflnltlona. The theory of the test Is that
the difference In volume of a soli pat In the *et stste snfl
dry state *111 give an Indication of the shrinkage and mols-
tare holding properties of a soil. Ths shrinkage lltslt Is
defined In the Laboratory Manual of Soil Fnglneerln? at Towa
State College (l«,p.38) as followsi
The shrinkage Unit of a soil Is that moisture
content, expressed as a percentage of the welfht of
the oven-dried soil, at which a reduction In mois
ture content will not CBUse b decrense In the vol
ume of the soli mass, but at which an Increase In
moisture content will cause an Increase In the vol-
Uffle of the soil mass.
The shrinkage ratio Is also defined in the Soil Engin
eering Laboratory t'fenual of lo^a State College (14,p.40) as
followsi
The shrinkage ratio of a soli Is th*^ ratio be
tween a given volume chnnge, expressed as a percent
age of the dry volume, and the correspondln?- charge
in moisture content above the shrinkage ll^Jt,
expresped as a percentage of the vplght of the oven-
dried soil. It equals the apparent specific gravity
of the dried soil pat.
-R7-
yqqjpgwnt. The equipment used was as outlln*>d In the Lab
oratory T^nual for Soil Englneerln^j C« B. 360 at Towa State
Collefe (14^p.37), Circular porcelain tailk dishes having a
flat bottow and belngr about 1-3/4 Inches in dlaaeter by about
1/2-lnch high were used.
Froeedure. The porcelain milk dishes were coated with a
thin coat of petroleosn Jelly. A soil sample was «lxed with
water until It coul«5 readily be worked Into the lallk dish with
out Including sir bubbles. The wilk dish Fas filled In three
Increments rlth the air bubbles belnp removed by taprln« after
the addition of each Increment of soil. The dish vss then
struck off with a metal straight edpe nn'" the outside of the
dish wiped clean. The sample was t^^n welphed, air dried for
24 hourst oren-dried at 110® C. for 24 hours, reweighed, and
the voliffle determined by the amount of mercury displaced* The
volume of the milk dish was also determined by the volume of
mercury it would contain, the excess mercury hevlflf been
removed by pressing a glass plate firmly over the top of the
dish. **'he mercury wss measured In a prsduRte,
Besults. The data of the tests are shown in Table 11.
Pictures of the soil pots In the milk dishes are show for
ease of comparing the shrlnkape In a soil profile to a derth
of 36 inches. Also comparisons between soil profiles shown
in Figures 39, 40, and 41 may be made as the pictures were
taken with the eaisera «t a fixed distance from the saT,pies.
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The high shrinkage limit of the Webster soil samples leay
be a partial explanation of why the sanple mole channels were
wore durable under wetting and drylnf than either the Fdlna or
the I-uton soils. The reason for this being that there Is less
shrinka^re in the Webster soil at the lower nolstrire ranges
which the samples reached. The Webster soil at moling depths
also had a lower shriidcsfe ratio than either the F.dlna or
loton soils•
The small shrlnkaire of the Webster soil at depths of 24
Inc^s is pronounced. The same pats from the Webster soil
gave v^ry Mph shrlnkspe limits which would indicate relatively
Sfnall shrinkage durlnp wetting and drying. This property was
observed In the «iole channel samples of V.'ebster soil which
withstood wettlnf and drylnf an^ freeKlnf pnd thawlnr better
than either Luton or Fdlna soils.
These shrlnkafe tests show v^^ry little correlation be
tween shrinkage Halt end either the clay or organic matter
contents, as shown by Table 13. This night indicate the need
for cheeking other factors such as clay type and cations pro-
sent in the soil.
Organic Ifetter Tests
The method used for determining the amount of organic
matter present In the soil samples •^s the potassium dlehro-
TBate method as outlined In the Soil Engineering Laboratory
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^fenual used by the Iowa State rolle?:e. Civil Fnptneerlng
Tepartapnt (14,p,45,46).
Ilssaac
The principle lorolved in deternininr th^ organic content
of soil Is to oxidise the organic matter In 1 graa of soil *lth
10 ee. of potassltia dichroisftte* An indieation of the sBoant of
organic matter In the soil Is then glTen by the asocmt of fer
rous aBiBonltiM sulphate required to reduce 10 ec» of clean
potassium dlchromate.
Procedore
FroTB the portion of a soil sa^rfple passing the No. 40 sieve,
1.00^ pra*? of soil wp.s takpn an<* plsced in an Frlenmeyer flnsfe
of 5O0 cc. capacity. Then, 10 cc. of nor»T!al potassium dichro-
Bste solution and 20 cc. of concentrated sulphuric acid were
added. The sample was aixed by shaking for 1 minute. The sam
ple «as then allowed to stand for 10 minutes. Hext, 5 grans
of sodium fluoride, 150 cc. of distilled water, and 1 cc. of
dlphenylanlne indicator were added, individually, to the flask.
The sample was titrated vlth ferrous arnmonlum sulphate until
the green end-point was found. A second flask without the soil
was given Identical treatment so that the diff(>renee in the
amount of ferrous amraonlum sulphate reoulred to titrate the
sa«iple flask ?»nd the calibration flasV could be obtained. From
the difference in the amount of ferrous arr?oniu« siilphj^te
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required to titrate the t*o flasks the praount of organic CMtter
In the soli •was ofilculf?ted by the foraiulaj
g ^ 10e<Mo - K) y 100
Hq
Vherst C « p«r cent organic natter
e s actnal organic content per ce* dlchroiEate
Kq s voltme In co« of ferrous ainmonltiB snXpbate
required to reduce the contents of the cal
ibration flask
W s volume In cc. of ferrous awmonlnm sulphate
required to reduce the contents of tt»
sample flask.
Pesults
Hesnlts of the organic mntter tests are show in Table 12,
The soils tested vere generally low In organic iiv^tter. Organ
ic natter decreased as depth Increased In the Individual soil
profiles. Tha ICdlna profile, as slwwn In Table 12, samples
507, 9^8, 509, 510, 512, and 513, 1« typical of the profiles
taken in 6-inch sections to a total depth of 36 li^hcs.
Organic matter contents at a depth of 24 Inches for 'Sebster,
l^dlna, and Luton soils were 1,13 per cent, 0,944 per cent, and
0.?3* cent, respectively. Results from thes«> tests would
Indicate that grenter eff**ct8 of organic matter would be
eTpPcted at the shallower depths. Therefore, more beneficial
effects of organic matter should be expected nn the silt than
on the mole channel Itself.
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Field Studies
Before the extent of the field studies was decided upon,
both Dr. Browninir, G, M., Soli Conservation Service, Kesearch,
end Br, Bieken, F. F., of the Soils Subsection of thp AgrononQr
Pepartwent, Iowa State College, were contacted for Inforaatlon
on possible suitable aress and soils in Towa for wole drains*
Two soils were suggested ps possibilities, Kdina In south
eastern and T.nton in wpst central Towa, Webster soil
In Story County, Towa was used for tryinp the equipment; and
because of unexpected favorable results, other laboratory tests
were conducted on the Webster soil.
According to the Soil Survey of Tavis County, Iowa by
Orrben and Swenson (21,p,l5) the Fdlna soils are derived froB
loess, and the predoralnstlng texture of the surface soil is
silt loaa, Edlna silt loa» differs from Grundy silt loan in
having a llght-gray sllty subsurface layer, ranging from 3 to
6 inches In thickness, between the dark surface soil and th®
heavy layer below. The soil occupies the flatter parts of
the Interstrean divides where draln'Jge la slower than In areas
of the Grundy soil, Th^ surface layer of Fdlna silt loars la
darker th^n the surfnce layer of the Putnam soils, and the
llght-pray silt layer bf»tween the surface soil and the subsoil
generally is not so thick or so well developed ss in the ^t-
nam soils.
The surface layer of "^dlna silt loam is dark grayish-brown
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frlnMe silt loam to a flepth of 10 or 12 Inches. Beneath this
Is a 3- to 6-lnch floury but cowp^ct silt loam subsurface layer
thftt Is light gray or nlmost white. At s <!epth of about ?1
Inches a gray clay heavily mottled with "brown and soae yellow-
isb-brown Is foyxad. Below a depth of 36 Inches the subsoil is
yellonlsh-lrpown sllty clay heavily mottled with gray, yellow
ish brown, and nany rust-brown iron stains. This clay snbsoil
is very tough and plastic and is nearly Ircpervlous.
The extent of the T-dlna soil Is rather indefinite, bat its
soil association group is found In sIt southeastern counties of
Iowa. A similar area of the soil extends Into ?fisso*iri. The
F.dlna Itself Is usually fr?un<^ in sn^ll 1*^ to 100 acre areas.
A definition of Luton clay was not found, but Pccordlnp to
t>r, ^'leken, F. F. of the Soils Subsection of the ^rronomy Te-
partment, Iowa State College, the description of Lnwoure clay Is
appropriate^ lAiBotire clay is described in the Soil Survey
Bei^t Ko. 40 by Stevenson and others (30,p.46) as occnrring on
broad flats and Icuw-lying depressions on the bottmlands and
is 2i^ to 30 feet above the channel of the river. The clay sub
soil is described as Impervious and usually more than 3 feet
in thickness. The surface soil of Iismoure clay is a dark,
stiff clay averaging 6 to 10 Inches In depth. A dark ?rey or
drab, plastic layer extends to between 1^ and 24 inches, below
which a grs»ylsh colored soil with brown spots Is founri, The
type is strongly cohesive or guswy '^hen wet and Is locally
•ino-
"goEibo". ThP soil association ar«a in which the Luton
«oll la found Is listed as Bottomlands by the soils association
B»p of tb® Iowa Agricultural Ezperlattent Station (13)» th«
larger portion of vhleh is in Voodburyt ^nona, and Harrison
Counties. From the Soil Surreys of these cowtles the area of
Luton clay is estimated as approxlnately l(y>,000 acres.
The Clarion and Webster soil association area covers about
one-fourth of the State of Towa being in the north central part
of the state. The area also extends Into Minnesota. The Web
ster soil probT^bly exceeds 5^ cent of the prea of the Clar
ion and Vehster series.
^^bster sllty clay loam Is described essentially as fol
lows from the Soil Survey of Story County, lo^a, by Tleldruw
and others (l8yp.26). It occupies flat or depressed areas and
saooth low-lying strips in the uplands. The surface of the
land generally is flat or gently sloping. Webster sllty clay
loan to a depth of 1^ Inches consists of black finely granular
Toaterlal whleh la friable when moist and loose and powdery when
dry. Below a depth of IB inches a somewhflt heavier terture Is
found find thm color chpnges gradually to mottled grey vlth In
creasing depth. Pebbles and lime concretions Rre coae^n below
a depth of 3^ Inches.
The twenty-two counties In To^a where the Clarion and
Webster soil association group predominate are of sufficient
size to justify further study of the suitability of nole drains
for thft Webster soils.
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Previotts obacrvBtlons M ArK^nsa?
Having Installed fnole dralnpg*? t^sts In 1"^ counties In
eastern Arkansas In 1947 the Ruthor was "ctjnalnted with some
of the probleas encountered. The problem w«s In locating heavy
clay soil which had a nnlforiB slope to an outlet of sufficient
depth, Boadslde ditches are generally too shallow and natur
al outlets have over a period of years forned a rldga on the
banks higher than adjacent fields.
Fields are of such a size that additional outlets are
necessary to avoid excessive lengths, where raole drains ara
used. There was usually a problep! In finding a site suitable
for installing mole dr^Jlns rhere existing ^'Itches Tsere used for
outlets. Land In need of drainage In Arkansas usually has less
than 1 per cent slope.
f^rperience with mole drains In the 10 counties in Arkansas
indicates the channels in sandy soils will collapse the first
year. Other indications are that when subsoils are erces«lve-
ly wet during nollngt channels will sliBply run together
and close. Drains pulled In a soil having 71.0 per cent clay,
29 per cent silt, ai^ no sand at wole derth gave indications
of the greatest channel stability. Samples 619 to 623, In
Table 1?, are p soli profile taken from this soil In St. Fran
cis County, Arkansas. So'^ ^e mole Installations closed within
a few fnonths due to topsoll being carried down the slit and
clogging the mole channels.
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The nole asehlne sTalleble In the Agrletiltxiral Fnglneerlog
Departnent was the Klllefer IVihbreaker Model No.32. A modified
round point bad been added and ttw blade of this Machine had
been lenirthened 6 ineh^a, vhleh gave a waxlmtm possible depth
of 36 Inches.
Probleas. One of the problems encountered with the round
point on the moling nnchine was to get sufficient suction to
take the blade Into thp pround to thf» full depth. Another
proble'n was In gettlnit the point to run parallel to thp j^round
surfsce. The digging notion of the mole point caused an elon
gated hole in the vertical plane. Farther difficulty was en
countered by the tendency of the oole 1«11 to ride above the
floor of the opening left by the mole point* The result was
an unsuitable sole channel as shown by sample Ho* 23 In Figure
16.
Silting of the mole channel had been a problem In pre
vious installations as the slit had remained open, allowing
the soil particles to wash Into the mole chnnn«»l from th*» sur
face«
Bfodificatlogg ^ the roj.^ JQliS* Alt(>ratlons made on the
No. 32 Klllefer Psnbreaker are as follows:
1. Vf>rtlcal beam or blade lf»ngthened 6 Inches.
2. Bectaogul^r chisel point replaced by a roniid point.
3. Flat plate bolted to top of the round point to give
• r
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added snctlon.
4, Horizontal Mtch beam lengthened 12 Inches to facili
tate level running of roole point.
5, Vertical beans or blade mschlned down from 1-lnch to
5/8-lnch In thickness for a distance of about 4 Inches above
the nole point as shown In Figure 42.
6. Point of hitch of »ole ball to rear of sole point
lowered from center to lower edge, a dlstanee of apppoxlnately
1 Inch,
7. Klght detachable wheel lufts for each eheel to decrease
sllrpape when ralslnf the raole point out of the ^ound.
Heaults st modifications. The lenpthenlnp of verti
cal beam or blade Increased the worklnp depth of the r^achlne
fron 30 to 36 Inches. The reason for lenptbenlnp the blade was
to draw moles into what was thoofht to be a T"orp suitable layer
of clay. The round mole point wan Installf^d to reduce shattf?r-
Ing and facilitate the forming of a rnund niole chnnnf»l. The
flat plate on the top side of the nole point Increased the run-
nlm? depth to the desired 36 Iwhes in ttolst subsoils.
The added 12-lnch lenrth on the horleontal bean reduced
the dlFi^ing action of the machine but did not ellalnate It.
Bedncinp the thickness of th*" blade Iroredlately above the wole
point was to form » better mole channel and reduce the slit
openlnp to reduce slltlnf from th#^ top.
Lowering the point of hitch for the mole ball was not
needed when the nole point wss rnnnlnr p^rallpl to the surface.
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Flg. 42. Rear-vlpw of the TTol© Blade (left) after a 4-
Inch Section Immediately Above the Point
Was ''achlned froT" Orl^inRl l-Tnch Thickness to
5/B-Inch. Side-view of Above ^'ole Blade ^fter
Machining (right). Notice the Flat n.ate, on
Tot> of the Tfole Point, Installed to Give Needed
Suction.
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The channel was foTmei •pproTlmitely 1-inch lower with the
To»'pr poin* of hitch when the point had a dlfflng action. The
wheel Tofs were not aspd, as the swrfaee was dry enoufh to
reduce wheel sllp^^'gfe.
Wole drainage
Actual field Installntlons of mole drains were confined
to two locatltMU In Iowa. The two «Teas selected were "onona
County In western Iowa and Tan Bnren County In sontheastern
Iowa.
Eeleetlon of areas. The area selected in Konona County
was a'bont 3 wiles east of Plencoe on Section 7 of Sioux Town
ship belonplnR to Hodpson. Wr« Kyle Peterson^ the local
Assistant County Extension Director (Soli Conservation) had
located the area vhlch hnd ^n excellent outlet. The exact lo
cation was fflflde by checklnr the fields alonr the ditch which
was to be used for the outlet, until a Tocstlon was found where
some natural slope existed. The mrtmwn slope found was about
1 Inch per 100 feet. To obtnln ^hls nlope It wn3 necessary
to pull the drains at an angle to the nutlet as shown by Flpure
43.
The second area selected for wole drainage Installations
was the Short farm which U three miles south of Vlltoa, Iowa,
on Highway 23. This Is about two islles north of the Missouri
State line, eract field locfttlon Is the southeast comer
of the BHi of section 5, JacVson township In Tan Puren County.
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In »d(?ltlon to b«»tnp on Edlna soil, ^^oles bad bean Installad
In the sama fleia In ?.fey 1<h8 by "V. Glenn Seh*nb, of the
cultural Engineering repnrtTient, Towa Ptate Collage. Tha
slorte of the area selected vsrlet' between ar^ 0.4 per cent.
Layout of sygtema. The systeT* layout for the Kodpson
farm In Vonona County consisted of 9 lines each BpproTlmf»tely
500 feat In length. This was the minimum number of lines which
would permit thraa sl*es of oole balls, 3-1/2, ^1/2 pnd 6
inchas in dlaaatar to ba triad at threa depths, ?4, 30, and 36
Inches. Flfura 43 shows the layout of tha system and two othar
lines which are not a part of the axparlmant.
The system planned for the Short far^ was to consist of
only 6 TBole lines each approxlraetely 3^ feet In length, Tha
three sizes of -^lle brlls to be used were 3-1/2, A-l/S, and
6-lnch dlametar, all at the depth of ?6 Inches. The Installa
tions were to be In duplicate. Flpure 44 shows a sketch plv-
inr the peneral layout,
Pulllng^in Tsola drains. The mole drains as shown In Flp-
wrm 43 wer® drawn on Saptenber 10, 1948. Tha moisture content
of the soil at mole dapth was 3*^ per e^nt of tha dry soli
walfht. Two TT 9 track-typa tractors hitched in tandam as
shown In Flirure 45 were ured to pull the machine. This tandan
arrangement was quite satisfactory since the rear ratios and
speeds of the tractors were the same. A dynamometer cart was
placed b«»tween the Tiole mncMne fln<^ the tractors as shown In
Flpure 46 to recoT#^ power recnlrements for (drawing the moles.
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Fig. A5- Two Track-t-'/pp Tractors In Tfindem
(Tntprnatlonpl TD 9) Fulllnn ^'oles
in Lutpn Clny^ln yononn County^ Io^«
ax D«*pxh9 up to 36 Inchf'S.
Pig, 46. View Shov^inp Rubbrr-tlred Dynnnom^^ter
Hart, Pulls nr to .70,000 poun'a Wpre
Hrenrded ?t Dcnth of Inches* ^'an
Behlnfl ^^chlnp Is Kogsuring Depth
of T'oIp rbpnnel.
-no-
Pulls up tf> 20,000 pounds were recorded. Three hours time was
r«»rulred to makp the instnll»?tlons. The spacing varied sllpht-
ly frnra the 12 f^^et which was planned because of the difficulty
of backing up to the ^Itch with the rtynfimoraeter cart between the
nol« s&chlne and the tractor. Immediately after moling, a disk
harrow was used to close the slits left open by the bl?de of
ttM sole machine.
The mole drain Installation was twde on the Short farw In
Van Boren County on November 26, The drains were drawn
as shown by the sketch In Flpttre 44. The wolsture content of
the soil fit mole derth was 36 per cent of the dry soil w^lpht.
The installations planned ^ere to be Inches deep, but a
recent rain caused tr^^cV sllpcepe and "fllrgln^ In" of the
tractor. The VX iR tractor had awple poi^er "but because of
sllpT*eg#», It was not feasible tn draw the ttoIps at a depth
of 36 Inches. The shallower dept^ of "^3 Inches was uset' for
lines drawn after the first two which w^^re with the 3-1/2-lnch
ball. The slits over one 4-1/2-lnch and one 6-lnch mole line
were closed by running one track of the tractor on them when
returning to the outlet. Two hours were required to stake the
Installations.
Outlet treataent. A ditch of sufficient depth so that
the outlets of the wole channels will be several inches above
the dltc*- bottom Is desirable. An ercellpnt <»Tamrle of this
type of opf»n outlet Is shown In Figure 47, An advantage of
-IT''-
W.
Fig. 47, T'olln^ T^achlne Bflcked Into Ontl#»t«
P^trh Tieci^y to St^rt a Npw *'ole
Channel,
m
Fig. Hntlpt Conslstlnp of Five-foot Lonpth
of Shf»et-riptal Downspout to Prevent
Cavlnp-* H-rdware Cloth V.r?s Installed
to KeeT> Rodents Out of t'ole Channel.
-112-
thls type of outlet Is that It *111 not b<> under water except
for short periods. Water stsnding over role channel outlets
for long periods generelly causes their collapse. To prevent
the closing of outlets by caving, a five-foot length of sheet-
netal downspout tubing was poshed Into the outlet end of each
mole channel, as shown In Figure Tubing of 3, 4, and 5-
inch diameters was used for outlets of nole channels fomed
by the 3-1/2, 4-1/2, and 6-lnch diameter balls or expanders,
respectively. Hflrdware cloth of 1/2-lnch icesh w»8 fastened
over the erposed end of each outlet tube as shown In Figure 4B
to prevent rodents fror entering the wole chsnnels.
Ohservigtlons. The field reoled In ''onona County was under
water for *?bout 5 days during the raonth of Mnrch, 10^9, Pre
vious to this time the moles had cnrrled "> Ittle water, as the
ground h»d been frozen, Mr. Olenn Schwab visited the Install
latlons on April ?3, 1949, and water was not runnli^ frow the
outlets which appeared to be In good condition. Two of the
channels were inspected and found 0l05:ed. On Ifiay 2, 1949,
the isole drain installation In T^onoiw County In Diton soil was
Inspected and each of the 9 ?^ole channels was closed. Closure
appeared to be frow collapse of the subsoil channel Its'^lf and
not fro?^ silting through the slit. The slits In the r'onona
County Installations were not visible,
'In *^ay 1949, the niole drain Installation In Van Buren
County In Kdlna soil was Inspected; find each of the 6 wole
channels was closed with subsoil. Wr. Short, the owner of the
-113-
farm, observp^d flow from all of the raole channels early in the
winter before the ground froze. The ground was not frozen at
mole dertli during the vlnter of 1948-1949 as shown by thermo
couples burled at two locations In the field. Short fur
ther stated that the condition of the field was stieh that the
mle channels were covered by imter for ••••ral days. The
slits were still visible although the sides of t>w slit had
rejoined.
Begqlts. The results of the field tests were not encour
aging. On Uay 2, 1949 the mole drain Installation In the Lu-
ton clay In ?'*onona county, Iowa was Inspected. The drain lines
were located by probing with a soil s^uger. fn Inspection hole,
dug ^Ith a spade and post hole suger, showed that each of the
nine mole channels were closed. In both the 3-1/2 and 4-l/2~
Inch channel st the S'^-lnch depth, water rose 6 Inches in the
inspection hole In a few minutes. Although the mole channels
were coapletely filled, the slushy itaterlal In the channels
narked their location. There was no evidence of topsoil in
the mole channel. Also the slits were no lonirer visible.
Therefofre, the wole clwnnels are believed to have collapsed
from instability of the subsoil arouw? them.
The adverse conditions of the test on Lnton soil should
be considered, as covering of mole channels ^Ith ^ater for
long periods of time are penerslly considered cause for fail
ure. These tests would indicate thst Luton soil, which Is
subject to overflow or being covered by water fre<5uently, was
-114-
not sultjttle to t?**' drained with ieoI® drains.
An insficctlon of the nol© drain Inatsllatlon In Tan Puren
County, Tora on Fdlna sllty clay losr was ir.sde on v '^y 4, 19^9«
Kach of thpf six mole channels -was found closed. The silts were
closftd but still visible. The slushy material found In th©
mol« channels was the saioe color as the pdjolnlnf soil at tha
sane ^epth. There was no sign of caving above the fsole chan*
nels. The conclusion was that the instability of the subsoil,
imder tho cllnatlc conditions, was the csuse of failura of ths
mole channels.
Hole drains Installed In Ifey 1949 by Bffr. Glenn Schwab on
Edlna soil. In the same field as these tests, also failed with
in a few 'ff'onths. Although not conclusive, the future for nole
drains on F»i!lna soil does not looVr brlfht.
The manner In which the mole channels closed Is not defi
nitely Vrnown, but It Is believed the soil becsme highly hy-
drated and exceeded the liquid limit ^t which time the soil
particles took the path of least reslrtance and Hoved into the
ftole channel. The soil found In the space left by the mole
channel vas saturated and isnch softer than the «oll around the
channel. This slushy Material was probably partly forwed by
the flake-like soil particles which form on the mole channel
walls because of moisture changes at the surface of the wall«
-115-
snwwKT OF vTsmjrs
The dflta taken In the laboratory on the physical proper
ties of soils observed In this «tudy are broafht tofether In
Table 13. A suramary of the mole channel sarnple results Is made
in Table 14« Table 15 Is presented to susKnarlse the data of the
two field tests*
The analysis of the physical properties of the three Towi
soils Indicates that the Webster soil is most suitable for nol-
li«, Fdlna soil Is intermediate, end Lnton soil Is the least
suitable. Tt will be noticed that this Is In inverse order
of the clay content, but the clay c^n^ent of the iffebster soil
which Is the lowest of the three has enough clsy to be classi
fied texturally ss a sllty clay loam.
The physical properties shown In Table 13 of the foitr
Arakansna soils are such as to Indicate the order of stability
to be St, Francis Coimty (Sycamore Pend), Phillips Coimty,
Lincoln County, and St. Francis County (Shell Leke). In eval-
uatlnir the physical properties of the soils frow Arkansas
greatest weight was given to the stability as deterwlned by the
soil moisture characteristic method of Chllds (3). Vole chan
nel samples were not taken from Arkansas soils, but field tests
In 19*7 Indicated the swpie order of suitability for "*ole drains
as Indicated by the stability tests.
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TABU? 14* of Ifole Channel Sample Bata
Sa»wple No,
single or
pair
Plameti!>r
Ifole b»n
n Inches
Sasple tube
t^epr^^e of mole
channel
breflkdoen*
Webster
2
11 21
26
^3
Luton
12 23
22
25
32
Fdll*
17 18
27 50
37 3B
6 7
53 54
44 45
13 14
24 30
31 35
15 16
2B 29
34 36
19 20
51 52
30 40
8
55
33
8
12
9,10
10
ir»
11
9
10
11
9
10
11
9
10
11
9
10
11
9
10
11
9
10
11
0
1
1
4
2
2
2
3
2
0
2
1
2
4
4
4
•Code for degree of collapse up to April 26, 1949i
0 m collapsed
1 - 76 - loo per cent closed
2-51-7'' per cent closed
3 « 26 - 50 per cent closed
4 » 0 • z5 cent closed
4
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Th© pol# channel sanpl#* of the thr«e Iowa soils, Indl-
csted the order of stability to be Webster, Edlna, and I^ton
which Is the same order of stability indicated by the soil
"*'^lstiire characteristic method of neanurlnp soil stability#
From Table 1? It may be seen that nole drains failed In
both Fdlna and Luton soils. However, there was a slight Indi
cation that the Fdlna wy»s Tiore st?ible than the tuton soil.
The correlation found between the rurablllty of the sam
ple mole channels and the stability ps given by the soil tioIs-
tore characteristic method used by Chllds (;?) was most encour-
agii^. Other obserred correlations are not consistent for all
the soils. For example, organic matter content and shrinkage
limit of the 24 to ?<Uinch depth of the four Arkansas soils
show a high correlation# At other depths, such as l8 to 24
inches. In the sane soil profiles there Is no correlation be
tween organic "tatter and th^ shrinkage limit of the soil.
7M.thln an Individual soil profile It was generally found that
the depth of highest shrinkage limit also contained the high
est amoont of organic matter*
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riSrtffiSTOH
A combination of the thrf^e bnslc apnroach^s to thft pro-
blew of determining factors affecting the (durability of n:ole
drains appears basically soand. The three ways in which the
problea was approached are as folloffst
1# A study of certain pJ^slcal properties of the soil
in the laboratory.
2, Hole channel sample studies uo^er controlled labora
tory conditions.
3. Field InstRllatlons of mole drains*
The various physical properties of the soli have been
studied, by Childs (4) and others, In their relation to the
durability of mole drains. In the review of literature, a
study of mole channel samples under laboratory conditions was
sot found*
Both laboratory and field tests are considered essential
in an intelligent investiiratlon of the factors affecting the
dujrability of mole drains. Even though all of the factors
affecting the durability of mole drains as proposed for this
study were investigated, the results hnve Indicated the need
for Investigation of other factors. The type of clay mineral
and the cations present ere factors not considered In this
investippitlon which results have Indicated should be studied.
The procedure developed for taking the sample mole
channels is believed satisfactory for an investigation of this
tyt>e. Tdentlcnl processing of saisples^ receiving the seme type
of trefltnent, for various soils Is esspntlal for reliable re
sults. Mor«* Informpitlon can be found from sample mole chan
nels In R short tXmf than can be fou»3 fra-^ flrld tests of
mole drains In sn e<?uat tlire.
An Investigation of thp physical properties of soils nckes
possible a «ore Intelligent interpretation of results found
from the »ole channel staples • Ftgrslcal properties of the
soils cheeked In this investigation were textural classifica
tion, organic matter content, shrinkage lirait^ shrinkage ratlo^
and the soil moisture characteristic. The textural classifi
cation may be used to eliminate the colls rbich are obviously
unsulted for mole drains. The organic wetter content of the
soil Tnsy be used to predict possible silting, by way of the
slit, as soils 'Igh in organic matter are usually more resis
tant to erosion by water than those soils low in org:anlc
matter. The shrinkage limit should be a food indicator of
soils in which mole channels will be least affected by pro-
lof^ed dry periods. The shrinkage ratio should give an indi
cation of the shrlricage expected in the soil. The soil mois
ture characteristic is used as an Indicator of relative sta
bility of the soil.
The field tests sre necessary to ptudy sorae of the fac
tors which affect the durability of mole drains. Field tests,
of course, are the ultimate tests ^hlch rill definitely give
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the dtirablllty of rr.oXps In dlff*^rent soils un^er vsplous cli
matic conf^ltlons. Both the pffect'^ of the moling machine and
the slit (In the soil) are best studied In the field.
The atnnnary of data presented In Tables 13» 1^» and 15
Indicates that the stability of the soil Itself Is an Important
factor In the durability of mole drains. These data Indicate
that ffole drains would reisaln open Iwifer In a well graded soil
than In a poorly graded soil hlph In clay content, Tn this
case prsTel vns not present In the samples, but obwlotisly soils
contalnlnf pravel or san^ pockets would be unsuitable for Trole
drains.
The dats founf^ fron the riole cbsnn^l sample study definite
ly lndlc?ites that cllrastlc con<^ltlons Influence the durability
of Tiole drains. Both the ranpe of soli rnolsture and the Inten
sity of wetting affected the sample «ole channels. The amount
of daterleratlon or channel breakdown varied directly with the
rate of applying water arrf inversely with the moisture content
of the soil when a cycle of wettlnp was started. The order of
decreasing durability of the sample channels was Webster, Fdlna,
and Luton soils. This Is the same order of stability of the
three soils as found by the soil moleture characteristic method
of rhllds (3). Feng's and Browning's (8) stability factor
also psve the same relf^tlve order of stability, at inollng depth
(Webster, Pdlna, and Liiton),
i^nother way of uslnp the soil moisture characteristic
curve for ineasurlnf soil stability was proposed by the author.
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The nmf method proposed not only messOT«a the effect of wet
ting and dryln? but also takes Into account the suction pres
sure at which the prek differential (dv/dp) occurs,
A fl*?ld Installstlon of nol© drains vsas not mde on Web
ster soli sfl Its high stability as fotmd by both the mole
channel samples and the stability test was not anticipated.
One factor of unknown Importance rhlch should not be overlooked
Is that the Webster mole channel sa?r!ples all contained plant
roots. Ho roots were visible in samples from either Kdlna or
Luton. Tftble 15 Indicates that the Edlna soil is sliirhtly morm
suitable for mole drains than the Triton soil. However, the
results would indicate that both soils are nnsultabl<» for mole
drains under the conditions of the field tests. Cllmntic con
ditions may be Important as the stability tests would Indicate
that the Fdlna soil, as compared to soils In FnplaiwS, is suit
able for mole drains,
Besults obtained from the field tests dnrln? one year
would Indlc^'te that mole drains cannot be erpected to rernaln
open more than one year In Kdlna and Luton soils. Therefore,
the u#»e of mole drains in these soils cannot be recommended in
Tova.
As to future work in the field of mole drains, this study
has brought out several factors which need further investljca-
ticmi
1, ^pe of clay which g'lves the higher stability for
mole channels.
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2. Optlamm moisture content of th« soil ftt wollne depth
for producing the best r^ole channel.
3. Soil teyture pradlnf which rdW produce the best mole
ehasnol*
4. Effects of climatic conditions on mol^ arnlns.
5. Fffect of cations present In the soil on r»ole drains.
6. Mole machine design^ especially depth and prade con
trol.
•7. Installation of raole drains In ^'ebster soil to verify
Its sultPbillty for mole drains es Indicated by laboratory tests,
8. Fffect of plant roots on durability of mole drains.
9. Installations of Tiole drains several times durlnp the
year, on the same soil, to evaluate the effects of climatic
conditions.
10. We« m»»thod for ne^isurinp stability as proposed by
author.
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/ detailed revl#?w of lltf^ratOTe was made of factors which
affect the durability of mole drains. The greater part of the
Inforaiatlon fomid pertains to work done In Qreat Britain^ !fe«
Zealand, and the United States* A ri»latlvely snll ntnber of
persona have wade the najor contribution to Information on
Role (drainage.
The Fork In this st?3dy was Fsade In Arkansas and Towa soils
However, sampl© role chsnnels *ere not taken frow Arkansas
soils. Soils fro?n Lincoln, PMlllps, an'' Et, Francl? C'^untles
In Arkansas and soils from '^onona. Story, and Van Burtr Coun
ties In Towa werp Included In the Investipntlon. A more com
plete Investigation wns msde on Luton In *'onona County and
Edlna In Van Buren County as these two soils were considered
nwe salted for stole drains when the ontllne for this w<»rk was
Hade In August 194>8« Field tests were established In each of
these two counties. All of the mole channels Installed In
Septewber and November 194B had felled In >^ay 19*9.
Foulpment was designed and built for encaalnp the noles
made by 2-1/2, "^-1/2, and 4-1/2-lnch diameter -^ole balls In
tubes of P, 10, nnd 11-lnch dlnraeters, respectively. The
equipment was Mfhly portable since the heaviest Item was the
hydT^ullc .lack which welphed 16 pounds. The sample mole chan
nels were broufht Into the laboratory where they were
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snbjeeted to wettlxig and drying as wall as freezing and thaw
ing. Rprld wetting *as disastrous to all mole channel sam
ples eTcept those of Webster soil. The order of sample chan
nel durability was Webster, Fdlna^ and Luton.
Soil moisture characteristics wer«» taken of 3* soil sam
ples from seven different soil profiles* Thf^se stability
tests indicated that some depth in each of the soil profiles
was of eoB]»^rable stability to soils In England in which mole
drains are used. The soil nM>lsture characteristic curwes gave
the sane order of stability as found in the sample mole chan
nels.
Mechanical analysis, the organic matter test, the shrink
age limit, and shrinkage ratio determinations made for
each of the 3^ soil samples on which stability tests were run.
The clay content of the Arkansas soils was unusually high. The
clay content of the Iowa soils wss comparable to th«t found
In soils in England which are moled. Organic natter was found
to be somewhat loser than tt^t found in soils of Si^lsnd which
are laoled* There was no obvious correlation between shrinkage
properties and soil stability given by the soil moisture clmrac-
teristic.
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CONrLTJSTOKS
1. The loherpnt stability of thp soil Itsplf is the most
lapOTtant factor fiffpctlnp the durability of mole (drains,
2. Soils hirh in clay content are not necessarily suit
able for iBole drains,
•?. CliBfttic conditions, especially the rang® of soil
moisture and rainfall intensity, asay deteraine the durability
of mole drains*
4, The slit left by the blade of the moling naachin#
should be treated Ir^edlately after rwllnp to prevent the mole
channel frnn belnp filled with top-soil <5uring the first rain,
5. The 4-l/?-lnch dlsmeter mole ball is the be^t of the
sizes used, which werr ?-l/2, 3-1/2, 4-1/2, and 6 Inches In
diameterf under the conditions of these tests.
6« yjfol© channel outlets into op<?n ditches must be stab-
ilisftd by tile, wetPi tubing, or other suitable material or
collapse of the outlet will clog the entire drain.
7, The stability of the soil, a# determined by the soil
woisture characteristic as outlined by Chllds (3)» 1®
indicator of mole eh?*nnel stability.
5^. Wechsnical analysis alone is not a good indicatm* of
mole channel stability.
9, The soil profile Is one of the factors In determining
depth of moling.
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10. Mole channels which are covered with water for three
or more days are likely to collapse.
11. The slope of thp mole chnnnels should he such as to
aske tbni 8«lf-clianliie.
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